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The Union of Concerned Scientists puts
rigorous, independent science to work to
solve our planet’s most pressing problems.
Joining with citizens across the country,
we combine technical analysis and
effective advocacy to create innovative,
practical solutions for a healthy, safe,
and sustainable future.
Founded in 1993, The Greenlining Institute
envisions a nation where communities of
color thrive and race is never a barrier to
economic opportunity. Because people of
color will be the majority of our population
by 2044, America will prosper only if
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building, research, and leadership
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[ executive summary ]

Heavy-duty vehicles are a significant source of
local air pollution and global warming emissions
in California. These emissions endanger public
health, especially in low-income communities and
communities of color, which are more likely to be
located near busy roads and other sources of pollution.
While clean air and climate policies across the country
have sparked sales of passenger electric vehicles, deployment of similar technologies for heavy-duty trucks and
buses has been slower. California is shifting this balance,
with policies and investments to bring electric trucks and
buses to market.
This report examines the state of technology for
electric trucks and buses, their life cycle emissions, and job
opportunities presented by an expanding market for electric
heavy-duty vehicles. With recent innovation, these vehicles
can meet the requirements of many demanding applications.
And with the right job-training and equitable hiring policies
and programs, California’s emerging electric truck and bus
sector can provide opportunities to increase employment in
underserved communities.

Public Health Assessment
Heavy-duty vehicles are a significant source of the state’s global
warming emissions, accounting for 7 percent of the total—a
proportion estimated to increase over the next 30 years, according to the California Air Resources Board (CARB). They
are the single largest source of nitrogen oxides (NOx) in California (emitting 33 percent of the state’s total) and produce more
particulate matter (PM) than all of the state’s power plants
combined (23 tons per day versus 7 tons per day, respectively)
(Figure ES-1, p. 2). Particulate matter from the combustion of
diesel fuel is an especially toxic type of particulate matter and
has been identified by the World Health Organization as a

© Proterra

carcinogen. Heavy-duty vehicles emit nearly 40 percent of this
dangerous type of particulate matter in California. These large
contributions to air pollution come despite the fact that heavyduty vehicles make up just 7 percent of all vehicles in California.

While air pollution
affects us all, lowincome communities
and communities of color
suffer disproportionally
from the consequences
of dirty air.
Pollutants from heavy-duty vehicles pose health risks at
all stages of life, from premature births to premature deaths.
Studies have associated air pollution with adverse effects on
nearly every organ system in the body. While air pollution
affects us all, low-income communities and communities of
color are more likely to be located near ports, rail yards, warehouses, and busy roads, where they suffer disproportionally
from the consequences of dirty air. These localized inequities
are particularly important because mitigation strategies to
reduce regional air pollution may not address disproportionate exposure to pollutants at the local level.
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Heavy-Duty Vehicles Are Significant
Contributors to California’s Air Pollution and Global
Warming Emissions

for electricity and hydrogen production would eliminate
entirely the emissions from operating these vehicles.

Figure ES-1.

•

Life cycle global warming emissions from fuel cell electric buses are more than 50 percent lower than both compressed natural gas (CNG) or diesel buses (Figure ES-2).
Life cycle global warming emissions from battery electric
buses are more than 70 percent lower than both CNG and
diesel buses.

•

Battery and fuel cell electric buses have lower life cycle
NOx emissions than diesel and CNG buses (Figure ES-3).
This includes CNG buses with soon to be released engines certified to meet California’s voluntary low-NOx
standards (0.02 g NOx/brake horsepower-hour).

•

Battery and fuel cell electric buses have lower life cycle
particulate matter emissions than diesel buses. Electric
buses powered by electricity from sources representative
of California’s current power mix (e.g., natural gas, solar,
wind, hydroelectric) show less dramatic reductions in
particulate matter due to electricity generation from coal
and biomass power plants. These emissions will decrease
further as California’s sources of power become cleaner
as required by state law (including no new contracts for
electricity generated out of state with coal).

Emissions Contribution

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
PM2.5

Global Warming
Emissions

NOx

Heavy-Duty Vehicles
Light-Duty Vehicles
Ships, Aircraft, Trains
Other Mobile Sources
All Other Sources

Emissions from mobile sources in California include small
particulate matter (PM2.5), global warming emissions, and
nitrogen oxides (NOx).
Notes: Particulate matter emissions do not include emissions from wildfires,
which are roughly equal to all non-wildfire sources combined. PM2.5—
particles with diameters 2.5 micrometers and smaller—are considered
particularly dangerous. “Other mobile sources” include off-road equipment,
recreational vehicles, and farm equipment.

Heavy-duty EVs are up
to four times more
efficient than diesel and
natural gas engines.

Sources: CARB 2013; CARB 2016A.

Emissions Assessment
Adapting models from Argonne National Laboratory and
CARB, Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) and Life Cycle
Associates analyzed the emissions from heavy-duty vehicles.
This analysis used transit buses as a case study and considered both tailpipe emissions and emissions from producing
the fuel. This “life cycle analysis,” which covered global
warming emissions, particulate matter, and NOx emissions
for different fuel types, found the following:
•

2

Battery electric buses have no tailpipe emissions and fuel
cell electric buses produce only water vapor, eliminating
hazardous exhausts where these vehicles operate. Their
emissions depend solely on how the electricity and hydrogen fuel are produced. Using 100 percent renewable energy
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Technology Assessment
Battery electric and fuel cell electric heavy-duty vehicles
meet the specifications of many transit bus and urban truck
operations. Today’s electric vehicle (EV) technology includes
vehicles with ranges of more than 100 miles per charge and
charging and refueling times under 15 minutes (Figure ES-4,
p. 4). Heavy-duty EVs are also up to four times more efficient
than diesel and natural gas engines, while being quieter and
boasting similar if not better acceleration times and ability to
climb hills. Hundreds of electric trucks and buses have already
been deployed in California, including more than 400 battery
electric delivery trucks and nearly 100 battery and fuel cell
electric transit buses. Nearly 40 electric drayage trucks (semitrucks that move cargo to and from ports and rail yards) are
also planned for demonstration projects in California.

Figure ES-2.

Reducing Global Warming Emissions by Switching to Electric Buses

3,000

CO2 e (g/mi)

2,500
2,000

Tailpipe
1,500

Fuel Production

1,000
500
0
Diesel

CNG

Fuel Cell
Electric
(hydrogen,
33% renewables)

Battery Electric
(2016 CA
electricity mix)

Battery Electric
(50% renewables/
50% natural gas)

Life cycle global warming emissions from diesel and compressed natural gas (CNG) buses are far higher than those from fuel cell electric
buses ( fueled by hydrogen, H2 ) or battery electric buses.
Notes: Comparison based on emissions from 40-foot transit buses. CO2e stands for carbon dioxide equivalent.

Figure ES-3.

Reducing Particulate Matter and Nitrogen Oxide Emissions by Switching to Electric Buses

Battery Electric
(50% renewables/50% natural gas)
Battery Electric
(2016 CA electricity mix)
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(hydrogen, 33% renewables)
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Emissions Decrease
Life cycle emissions of particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx ) for battery electric, fuel cell electric, and compressed natural gas
transit buses are low relative to a diesel bus.
Notes: PM2.5 emissions refer to particles with diameters 2.5 micrometers and smaller. Comparison based on emissions from 40-foot transit buses.
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Figure ES-4.

Electric Bus Ranges Are Increasing While Charging and Refueling Times Are Decreasing
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Electric transit buses travel from 60 miles to 350 miles on a single charge, and charging times vary from 10 minutes to five hours. All buses
listed are 40 feet long except for BYD Motors’ 60-foot K11 bus.

Jobs and Workforce Training Assessment
California’s heavy-duty EV sector has great potential for job
growth. Jobs in both heavy-duty EV manufacturing and EVcharging infrastructure/maintenance are moderately accessible for underserved communities.
Entry-level jobs with the greatest growth potential are
middle-skill occupations requiring some experience and
training. Incumbent workers in conventional automotive
manufacturing and maintenance, including workers from underserved communities, might find clear paths to these job
opportunities. In addition, robust job training policies and
programs will make it possible for low-skill underserved
community members to enter pathways to these jobs.
Two key findings relate to jobs in this sector:

4

•

The heavy-duty EV sector is just emerging, with no effective, equitable workforce policies or programs. More resources are needed to improve access to jobs in this field.

•

Occupations associated with heavy-duty vehicle electrification have an increased need for electrical skills. This
restricts entry for low-skilled workers from underserved
communities, but good training programs can overcome
this barrier.
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Recommendations: California’s Road to
Health, Jobs, and Cleaner Air
California policies and investments are driving growth in
the heavy-duty electric vehicle sector. California must take a
number of actions to sustain that growth and ensure that underserved communities benefit first from healthier air and
job growth.
Deploy Clean Technologies to Improve
Public Health

Smart policies and incentives have been critical to the penetration of electric technologies in the light-duty vehicle sector; heavy-duty vehicles will benefit from similar actions,
many of which are underway or beginning to take shape in
California. We make the following policy recommendations:
•

Continue and expand the use of financial incentives to
offset the incremental capital and infrastructure costs
associated with clean vehicle technologies.

•

Direct funding for heavy-duty EVs toward communities
most affected by pollution from heavy-duty vehicles and
to small businesses most burdened by the costs of transitioning to clean technologies.

•

Design electricity rates and make investments in charging infrastructure that facilitate a transition to
electric trucks and buses.

•

Implement regulatory measures to increase sales volumes and reduce technology costs so that heavy-duty
EVs become the norm and not the exception.

•

•

California’s government agencies should invest in
skill-development programs aimed at training jobseekers
in underserved communities to fill the emerging employment needs in the heavy-duty EV industry and related
transportation electrification fields.

•

Job training organizations should evaluate the heavyduty EV sector—and the larger transportation electrification sector—for the potential to establish
formal job-training programs, especially if investments
supporting this sector continue to grow.

Provide technical assistance to small businesses and fleet
managers to facilitate their adoption of EVs, which come
with different operating considerations than do traditional vehicles.

Assess Jobs and Workforce Training
The following recommendations highlight actions and considerations for government, heavy-duty EV companies, and
job-training programs to ensure that workers from underserved communities gain access to the growing job opportunities in the heavy-duty EV sector.
•

Manufacturers can partner with workforce training
organizations, workforce development boards, and community colleges to establish pathways for training and
certifying workers from these communities and place
them in quality jobs.

California’s electric truck and bus manufacturers
should support the development of formal training
pathways for new workers from underserved communities so they can access employment in this emerging field.

California’s emerging electric truck and bus sector provides
a significant opportunity to improve public health in areas most
affected by traffic-related pollution, while bringing jobs to communities that need them most. With the right private- and public-sector policies and investments, electric trucks and buses
can deliver cleaner air, reduce global warming emissions, and
create a more equitable economy in California.

Delivering Opportunity
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[ introduction ]

The transportation sector is California’s largest source of
global warming pollution, creating nearly 50 percent of emissions when accounting for the production, refining, and use
of petroleum (CARB 2015a).
That makes electrifying our cars, trucks, and buses
critical to fighting climate change and cleaning our air. And
California is blazing the trail to a clean transportation future,
having set several ambitious goals:
•

Deploy 1.5 million zero-emission vehicles by 2025
(Brown 2012).

•

Deploy more than 100,000 zero-emission freight vehicles
and equipment by 2030 (CSFAP 2016).1

•

Cut California’s global-warming emissions to 40 percent
below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990
levels by 2050 (Brown 2015a).

California’s Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of
2015 further bolsters the move to clean transportation. The
act aligns with California’s goals to reduce global warming
emissions and directs electrical utilities to promote transportation electrification by increasing “access to the use of electricity as a transportation fuel.” The act also commits
California to using 50 percent renewable energy by 2030, ensuring that the electricity Californians use to charge their
electric vehicles is increasingly clean.2
Despite this strong climate leadership, many California
communities still face immediate and long-term health consequences from exposure to truck and bus pollution. In particular, vulnerable populations, including low-income
communities and communities of color, are hit hardest by
transportation-related pollution (Frosch et al. 2009). Greater
exposure to dirty air is tied to race even more than to income:
nearly 90 percent of residents in the most polluted regions of
California are people of color, although they make up only
about 60 percent of the state’s population (CalEPA 2016).
Low-income communities of color are often located near busy
roads, freeways, ports, rail yards, distribution centers, and

6
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warehouses, all of which are sources of dangerous levels of
contamination (CCFC 2016). Until California’s underserved
communities become a high priority for investments in the
deployment of clean transportation, they will continue to feel
the worst impacts of the transportation sector.

California’s burgeoning
heavy-duty electric vehicle
sector presents a unique
opportunity to combat
poverty, pollution, and
climate change.
The good news is that California’s burgeoning heavy-duty
electric vehicle sector presents a unique opportunity to combat
poverty, pollution, and climate change. For example, California
has proposed the Advanced Clean Transit rule (CARB 2016b)
and Sustainable Freight Action Plan (CSFAP 2016), and it provides funding for heavy-duty EV technology demonstration
projects through the California Energy Commission’s Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program
(CEC 2016a). These policies and complementary efforts put
California at the forefront of the development and deployment
of heavy-duty electric trucks and buses.
As these vehicles are deployed, low-income communities
of color must benefit first from not only the air-quality benefits but also from the economic opportunities created. In
Southern California and in the Bay Area, several companies
have created manufacturing facilities to produce clean buses,
trucks, and components (Schuchard et al. 2016). The presence and continued growth of these employers means job
growth and opportunities to connect underserved community
workers to those jobs.

[ chapter 1 ]

Health Assessment: The Case for Clean
Trucks and Buses

Studies have linked air
pollution to adverse
effects on almost every
organ system in the body.
Heavy-duty vehicles also produce 7 percent of California’s global warming emissions (CARB 2016a). For comparison, this is roughly the same fraction that California
contributes to global warming emissions in the United States
(EPA 2015; EIA 2015). Global warming emissions from heavyduty vehicles in California are also expected to rise over the
next 30 years as demand for freight movement increases
(CARB 2015b).

© PamelaJoeMcFarlane/iStock

Heavy-duty vehicles, including trucks and buses, are one of
the largest sources of harmful air pollution in California.3 The
single largest source of nitrogen oxide pollution in the state,
they also produce more particulate matter pollution than all
of California’s power plants combined (CARB 2013).
Facts like these matter because air pollution shortens
lives and increases diseases that compromise the quality of
life (Leliveld et al. 2015). Studies have linked air pollution to
adverse effects on almost every organ system in the body.
These effects include increased risks of cancer (Wong et al.
2016), neurological (Power et al. 2011) and metabolic diseases
(Dubowsky et al. 2006), respiratory (Dockery and Pope 1994)
and cardiovascular damage (Brook et al. 2010), stunted lung
development in children (Gauderman et al. 2004), and compromised reproductive health in adults (Dadvand et al. 2013).

Heavy-duty vehicles are responsible for both global warming emissions and air
pollution that causes disease. Communities located along major roadways bear
the brunt of this local air pollution.

Pollution from heavy-duty vehicles—often in conjunction
with other sources of emissions—creates localized hot spots
of poor air quality, especially near roads carrying high volumes of traffic (CalEPA 2016). Due to proximity, low-income
communities and communities of color are more likely to feel
the negative effects of air pollution.
Climate change also disproportionately affects these
communities through increased risk-factors, such as heat
exposure and a lack of financial resources to cope with severe
weather events (Frosch et al. 2009). For example, access to air

Delivering Opportunity
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Weight (millions of tons)

Figure 1.

Most Freight in California Moves by Truck
3,000
2,500
2,000

population of heavy-duty trucks in California is estimated to
increase by 90 percent. (CARB 2015b).
While buses move different “goods” than trucks, they too
play an important role in the economy, getting people to work
and beyond in California. More than 600,000 Californians
commute to work on the state’s roughly 10,000 transit buses
(USCB n.d.; CARB 2016c). Buses resemble other heavy-duty
vehicles in many ways, including weight, size, emissions, urban routes, and central vehicle depots.

1,500
1,000
500
2015

2045

Truck

Ship

Pipeline

Other

Nearly 40 percent of
cargo containers entering
and leaving the United
States pass through
California.

Train

Freight activity (measured by weight shipped) of domestic goods to,
from, and within California is projected to increase by 60 percent
over the next 30 years. Most of the additional volume will be moved
by trucks. “Other” includes aircraft, multiple modes, mail, and imports without any domestic shipment.

Health Impacts of Pollution from Trucks
and Buses
Given the large role of heavy-duty vehicles in the California
economy, it is not surprising that they also contribute greatly

Source: ORNL 2016.

conditioning is critical in heat waves, yet people of color are
less likely than whites to have access to it (CDPH 2007).
Flood, wildfire, and other weather-related insurance are also
less likely to be affordable for low-income households, exposing them more to the financial costs of extreme weather
events caused by climate change (Frosch et al. 2009).

The Role of Trucks and Buses in California

8
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Trucks move more than 70 percent of goods within, to, and
from California (ORNL 2016).4 The scale of freight moved by
trucks in California, a centerpiece of the US freight system,
reinforces the need for policies and technologies that
safeguard Californians’ health. With three of the nation’s
10 largest seaports (the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach,
and Oakland), nearly 40 percent of cargo containers
entering and leaving the United States pass through California (US MARAD 2015). Ports in Stockton and Port Hueneme
also contribute to the volume of freight in California.
As expansive as freight operations are in California today,
they are expected to grow. Between 2015 and 2045, the
weight of goods shipped by trucks in California is expected to
increase by 60 percent (Figure 1) (ORNL 2016). By 2050, the

Air pollution produced by heavy-duty vehicles can lead to a variety of health
affects, including asthma and the stunting of lung development in children.
Because neighborhoods of color are more likely to be located near major freight
hubs and busy roads, they are disproportionately affected by air pollution.

to air pollution, most notably through direct emissions of particulate matter and nitrogen oxides.5 Despite recent gains, air
pollution remains a major health risk at all stages of life in
California, from premature births to premature deaths (Darrow et al. 2009; Caiazzo et al. 2013). The list of ailments associated with air pollution reads like a “who’s who” of diseases.
Heart attacks, cancer, reduced lung function, and increased
rates of asthma are most frequently associated with air pollution from heavy-duty vehicles, but researchers have reported

negative health outcomes for many other parts of the body as
well (ALA 2016).
According to the American Lung Association, six of the
10 worst cities in the United States for ozone and particulate
matter are in California (ALA 2016). Emissions from freight
in 2012 alone were estimated to cause more than 2,000 premature deaths in California and nearly 1,000 visits to the
emergency room for asthma and cardiovascular complications (CARB 2015b).6

Box 1.

Ozone, Nitrogen Oxides, and Particulate Matter
What is Ozone?
What we call “oxygen” actually consists of two oxygen atoms
bonded together (i.e., O2). Ozone consists of three oxygen
atoms (O3) but bound together less strongly than in O2. This
makes it easier for ozone to react with and damage other
materials, such as the tissues in your respiratory tract. Such
reactions can inflame or otherwise injure your airways.
Repeated injury can exacerbate or lead to several diseases,
such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or
have cascading effects that could harm your heart and
increase cardiovascular disease (Jerrett et al. 2013).

{

“It is estimated that about
70 percent of total known cancer
risk related to air toxics in
California is attributable to diesel
particulate matter.”
— California Air Resources Board
(CARB 2016d)

}

Where Does Ozone Pollution Come From?
Ozone pollution comes from nitrogen oxides—most commonly nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) and nitrogen oxide (NO),
which are collectively referred to as “NOx.” Nitrogen oxides
are produced during the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels
(e.g., in vehicles or power plants). In intense sunlight, nitrogen
oxides react with oxygen and other pollutants in the air to
form ozone. So, ozone levels—and their negative consequences—relate directly to emissions of nitrogen oxides.
Vehicles are a primary source of nitrogen oxides in the air.
Nitrogen oxides are also harmful on their own. Nitrogen
dioxide, the most prevalent type of NOx pollution in the air,
can damage the respiratory tract. Among other ailments,
short-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide exacerbates existing
respiratory conditions; long-term exposure increases the likelihood of developing asthma (EPA 2016a).

What is Particulate Matter?
Particulate matter (PM) is small pieces of contaminants
floating in the air. Vehicle exhaust is one of many sources
of PM. Particulate matter from diesel exhaust, which is

particularly dangerous, has been classified as a carcinogen
by the World Health Organization and a toxic air contaminant
by CARB. Individual pieces of PM are too small to see with
the naked eye, but high concentrations of the particles are
visible, such as the PM that makes up the plumes of exhaust
from vehicles.
Diesel PM contains not only sooty exhaust but also a stew
of hazardous chemicals that attach to the surface of soot
(Liang et al. 2005). These chemicals come from the incomplete combustion of diesel fuel and chemical reactions of
diesel exhaust with other gases and contaminants in the air.
Short- and long-term exposures to PM have many serious
health consequences. These include associations with premature death (Pope et al. 2002; Lepeule et al. 2012), cancers
(Wong et al. 2016),7 asthma (Gehring et al. 2015), and the triggering of asthma attacks (Nastos et al. 2010). Some PM is especially dangerous because it is small enough to bypass the
body’s defense mechanisms and reach deep into the lungs and
even get into the bloodstream. Nitrogen oxide emissions from
vehicles can also react with moisture or other compounds in
the air to form harmful PM.
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Truck and Bus Pollution Harms Us All but
Some Communities More than Others
Dirty air is a major problem in California, and it is especially
serious for Californians of color. Nearly 90 percent of residents in the state’s most polluted regions are people of
color, despite making up 60 percent of the state’s population
(CalEPA 2016).

Nearly 90 percent of
residents in the state’s
most polluted regions are
people of color.
Residents of low-income communities and communities
of color are more likely to live near busy roads and freight
hubs, where exposure to pollution from heavy-duty vehicles
and freight is greater (Hricko et al. 2014; Houston, Li, and
Wu 2014). These localized inequities are particularly important because strategies to reduce regional air pollution may
not address disproportionate exposure to pollutants at the
local level.

Figure 2.

Box 2.

At a Glance: Heart Disease
While it may be obvious that dirty air is bad for your lungs,
it is also bad for your heart. A recent study involving thousands of people in several regions across the United States
found that particle pollution and nitrogen oxides accelerate
the formation of calcium deposits in participants’ coronary
arteries (Kaufman et al. 2016). Hardening of these arteries,
which deliver oxygen-rich blood to your heart, is the most
common cause of heart attacks (NHLBI 2015).

The health effects of air pollution increase with proximity to roads and traffic (EPA 2014). So do racial and economic
disparities: 19 percent of Americans live near a busy road,8 a
figure that increases to 27 percent for people of color. The
median household income near these busy roads is also
roughly 10 percent below the local average.9 Nearly twothirds of those living near the busiest roads—those carrying
more than 200,000 vehicles on an average day—are people of
color; median household income in these areas is roughly
20 percent below the county average (Rowangould 2013).

Both Income and Race Are Indicators of Exposure to Air Pollution

Low Income Population

Minority Population

Diesel Particulate Matter

Maps of the Los Angeles area suggest the correlation of air pollution (diesel particulate matter in this example) to income and race.
Notes: “Minority population” refers to the fraction of California’s population that is all but non-Hispanic white. “Diesel particulate matter” represents the amount
of this pollution in a given area relative to other areas in California. “Low income population” refers to the percent of Californians whose household income was
less than two times the poverty level in the past 12 months. Percentiles are as follows: yellow: 80–90 percent; orange: 90–95 percent; red: 95–100 percent.
Percentiles are relative to California’s population.
Source: EPA 2016B.
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Figure 3.

People of Color Take Public Transportation to Work More than Whites
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Bus ridership accounts for more than 70 percent of commutes to work by public transit in California. People of color are more likely than
whites to use public transit and thus are more exposed to pollution from buses.
Source: USCB n.d.

Income is a significant indicator of exposure to air pollution, yet disparities persist across racial groups when controlling for income. In other words, a white person is more likely
to live in an area with cleaner air than a person of
color with the same income (Figure 2) (Clark, Millet, and
Marshall 2014).
Living near a busy road is not the only means of exposure. Time spent in busy traffic while commuting to and from
work is another significant source of exposure (CARB 2016d).
Emissions from buses affect bus drivers, bus riders, and
people who live along bus routes. People of color commute to
work on public transit 33 percent more than whites, indicating that emissions from transit buses place people of color at
higher risk (Figure 3) (USCB n.d.).

Electric Heavy-Duty Vehicles Will
Play a Major Role in Meeting Clean
Air Standards
While tailpipe emissions from new diesel and natural gas vehicles are lower than those from older vehicles, the slow turnover of existing vehicles and the steady growth of the
heavy-duty vehicle population as a whole will counteract
those reductions (CARB 2015b). Taken by themselves, reductions in emissions from new diesel and natural gas vehicles
will not be enough to achieve clean air standards in California
communities, including the South Coast air basin (the greater
Los Angeles region) and across the Central Valley (the San

Reductions in emissions
from new diesel and
natural gas vehicles
will not be enough
to achieve clean air
standards in California
communities.
Joaquin Valley), which together contain roughly half of the
state’s population.
To meet clean air standards, the Los Angeles region must
reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides by more than 70 percent
by 2023 and by more than 80 percent by 2031, compared with
2012 levels (SCAQMD 2016). However, today’s emissioncontrol programs and regulations will result in nitrogen oxide
levels in the Los Angeles metropolitan area that are more
than twice the goal for 2031 (CARB 2015c). Additional reductions will be needed by 2037 to meet the latest standard for
ozone, which was recently strengthened from 75 to 70 parts
per billion to better reflect the health risks posed by ozone. If
California does not clean up the air, the federal government
could impose large fines and take control of managing air
quality in noncompliant areas.
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We Have Solutions to Dirty Air
The good news is that the cleaner the air, the healthier our
communities (Gauderman et al. 2015; Berhane et al. 2016).
And cleaning up the air we breathe has immediate benefits.
For example, pregnant women in Beijing experienced a
47-day reprieve from air pollution during the 2008 Olympics
and Paralympics and babies born soon after had higher birth
weights, a factor that is known to be affected by air pollution
(Rich et al. 2015). Imagine a California with clean air from
our doorsteps to work and beyond.
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Fortunately, with zero-emission electric trucks and
buses, we can stop much of the pollution and lessen the
health consequences associated with the widespread use of
combustion-based heavy-duty vehicles. Emissions from the
electricity and hydrogen used to power electric vehicles are
already lower than from combustion technologies and will
only get lower as the electric grid uses more renewable energy. In short, electric trucks and buses can improve air
quality while simultaneously reducing global warming emissions better than any other heavy-duty vehicle technology
available today.

[ chapter 2 ]

Electrification of Trucks and Buses:
Assessing Emissions and Technology

Our analysis examined the life cycle emissions of heavy-duty
vehicles across engine and fuel types. It used transit buses as
a case study and considered not only tailpipe emissions but
also emissions from producing the fuel. We found large differences in emissions from different engine and fuel types, with
battery and fuel cell electric buses powered by clean energy
having the lowest all-around emissions. We also assessed the
state of heavy-duty EV technologies, finding that electric
drivetrains are no longer an option just for passenger vehicles. Transit buses, drayage trucks (semi-trucks that move
cargo to and from ports and rail yards), and delivery trucks
are all particularly well-suited for electrification.

Sector-Wide and Vehicle-Level Emissions
from Trucks and Buses
Minimizing pollution from heavy-duty vehicles, which are
significant contributors to air pollution and global warming
emissions, represents a substantial opportunity to improve air
quality across California, especially in the underserved communities hit hardest by air pollution. In 2012, the most recent year
for which data are available, heavy-duty trucks and buses contributed 7 percent of global warming emissions in California,
6 percent of anthropogenic particulate matter 2.5 micrometers
and smaller in size (PM2.5), and more than 30 percent of

© BYD

Unlike diesel and natural gas vehicles, electric trucks and buses, like the BYD articulated bus pictured here, produce no hazardous exhaust emissions.
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nitrogen oxides (NOx) (Figure 4). Considering only diesel particulate matter, identified by health organizations as carcinogenic and an especially harmful type of PM, heavy-duty vehicles
made up nearly 40 percent of pollution in 2012 (CARB 2013).
Transportation as a whole is the single largest source of
climate-related pollution, with tailpipe emissions making up
36 percent of California’s global warming emissions (CARB
2016a). When accounting for the production and refining of
petroleum, the transportation sector accounts for nearly 50 percent of global warming emissions in the state (CARB 2015a).
While light-duty passenger vehicles contribute the largest
fraction of transportation emissions (25 percent of the state’s
global warming emissions) (CARB 2016a), heavy-duty vehicles
in California actually emit more carbon dioxide than the total

Heavy-Duty Vehicles Are Significant
Contributors to California’s Air Pollution and Global
Warming Emissions

Figure 4.

emissions from all sectors in a number of individual states
(EIA 2015). In addition, on-road diesel engines contribute to
black carbon emissions (a.k.a. soot) in California (18 percent of
anthropogenic emissions). Black carbon is a potent, short-lived
global warming pollutant that the state currently does not
count in its inventory of global warming emissions, thereby underestimating the impacts from these vehicles (CARB 2015d).

Transportation as a
whole is the single largest
source of climate-related
pollution in California.
Findings

•

Battery electric buses have no tailpipe emissions and fuel
cell electric buses produce only water vapor, eliminating
hazardous exhausts where these vehicles operate. Their
emissions depend solely on how the electricity and hydrogen fuel are produced. These “upstream emissions”
will decrease even further as California’s electric grid
becomes cleaner as required by law. Using 100 percent
renewable energy for electricity and hydrogen production would eliminate entirely the emissions from operating these vehicles.

•

Life cycle global warming emissions from fuel cell electric
buses are more than 50 percent lower than those from either compressed natural gas (CNG) or diesel buses.

•

Life cycle global warming emissions from battery electric
buses are more than 70 percent lower than those from
either CNG or diesel buses.

•

A battery electric bus using electricity from a natural-gas
power plant has lower global warming emissions than a
CNG bus that uses natural gas directly. In applications
where both electric and natural-gas vehicles are available, using resource-constrained sources of biomethane
(e.g., landfill gas) to generate electricity is the lowest carbon use of these fuels. For the same amount of fuel, a vehicle powered by electricity from a natural-gas power
plant will travel twice as far as a CNG vehicle powered
directly by natural gas.

•

Battery and fuel cell electric buses have lower life cycle NOx
emissions than do diesel and CNG buses. This includes
CNG buses with engines certified to meet California’s voluntary low-NOx standards (0.02 g NOx/brake horsepower-hour), which are expected for release in 2016.

Emissions Contribution

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
PM2.5

Global Warming
Emissions

NOx

Heavy-Duty Vehicles
Light-Duty Vehicles
Ships, Aircraft, Trains
Other Mobile Sources
All Other Sources

Emissions from mobile sources in California include small particulate matter (PM2.5), global warming emissions, and nitrogen
oxides (NOx).
Notes: Particulate matter emissions do not include emissions from wildfires,
which are roughly equal to all non-wildfire sources combined. PM2.5—particles
with diameters 2.5 micrometers and smaller—are considered particularly
dangerous. “Other mobile sources” include off-road equipment, recreational
vehicles, and farm equipment.
Sources: CARB 2013; CARB 2016A.
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•

Battery and fuel cell electric buses have lower life cycle
particulate matter emissions than diesel buses. Electric
buses powered by electricity from sources representative
of California’s current power mix (e.g., natural gas, solar,
wind, hydroelectric) show less dramatic PM reductions
due to coal and biomass power plants. As California’s
sources of power become cleaner according to state law
(including no new contracts for electricity generated out
of state with coal), emissions from electricity generation
for battery electric buses will decrease further.

The life cycle emissions of a vehicle include tailpipe emissions and upstream emissions from producing the fuel. Tailpipe emissions come from operating a vehicle. A major benefit
of battery and fuel cell EVs is that they have no tailpipe emissions, meaning such vehicles do not affect local air quality.10
Upstream emissions refer to those from fuel production,
including the extraction of fuel and its delivery to the vehicle.
Upstream emissions for EVs result from the generation of
electricity and production of hydrogen, including the extraction and delivery of fuels used to generate electricity.11

A major benefit of battery
and fuel cell EVs is that
they have no tailpipe
emissions.
We estimated global warming emissions, PM emissions,
and NOx emissions using models developed by Argonne National Laboratory and CARB. These models were used to estimate emissions from fuel production and vehicle operation.
Upstream emissions were based on production methods specific to fuels and electricity used in California.
The analysis used recent tests of fuel efficiency for three
types of New Flyer’s Excelsior transit bus: powered by diesel,
by natural gas, and by electricity.12 Appendix C provides further
detail on the methods used to estimate vehicle emissions.
Global Warming Emissions

We compared global warming emissions of diesel, CNG, hydrogen (H2 ) fuel cell electric, and battery electric buses. In
the case of battery electric buses, we calculated emissions for
a bus powered by both California’s existing electrical grid
(2016 estimate) and a bus powered by a mix of 50 percent
renewable energy and 50 percent natural gas power plants.
The latter scenario represents a conservative estimate of California’s electric grid in 2030, which includes the state’s target

of meeting 50 percent of electricity demand with renewable
energy. California also has committed to not renewing any
contracts for electricity generated out of state with coal (all
contracts will expire by 2026), virtually eliminating coal-fired
power plants serving California (CEC 2015).
Electricity consumed in California today comes from
roughly 25 percent renewable energy, 8 percent large-scale
hydropower, 10 percent nuclear power, 7 percent coal, and
50 percent natural gas. The recent announcement that Diablo
Canyon (California’s only nuclear power plant) will shut
down by 2025 is not expected to affect the amount of carbonfree power generation. The plant’s operator, Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, made a commitment to replace the nuclear
power with renewable energy, energy efficiency measures,
and energy storage. The company also committed to a 55 percent renewable energy target by 2031 for its electricity resources, which is even higher than the state’s commitment of
50 percent by 2030 (PG&E 2016a).
Compared to diesel and CNG transit buses, both fuel
cell and battery electric transit buses have lower life cycle
global warming emissions (Figure 5, p. 16). While the global
warming emissions of a CNG bus are 9 percent lower than
those of a diesel bus, fuel cell buses (59 percent lower) and
battery electric buses (74 percent lower) do even better.
For a battery electric bus on a grid with 50 percent renewable
energy and 50 percent natural gas power plants, global
warming emissions are 80 percent lower than from today’s
diesel bus.
The hydrogen fuel in the analysis includes 33 percent
produced using renewable energy (as required by California
law); the remainder is from steam reforming of methane. Current hydrogen production for vehicles in California exceeds
this renewable requirement, using roughly 50 percent renewable energy (Achtelik 2009; CARB 2015e).
Low Carbon Fuels and Global Warming Emissions

While diesel and natural gas are produced almost entirely from
fossil fuels, lower-carbon sources of these fuels are available.
Carbon intensities depend on the fuels’ sources and processing.
Diesel can be produced from vegetable oil or animal fats
and blended into conventional diesel (“biodiesel”). All diesel
vehicles can use up to 5 percent biodiesel blends (B5), and
some can use 20 percent blends (USDOE n.d.). Vegetable oils
and animals fats can be subjected to additional processing to
create a fuel that is essentially indistinguishable from conventional diesel; this type of fuel is referred to as “renewable
diesel” (UCS n.d.).
Lower-carbon forms of natural gas (i.e., biomethane) can
be generated by the decomposition of organic matter in the
absence of oxygen. This occurs in landfills and purpose-made
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Figure 5.

Reducing Global Warming Emissions by Switching to Electric Buses
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Life cycle global warming emissions from diesel and compressed natural gas (CNG) buses are far higher than those from fuel cell electric
buses ( fueled by hydrogen, H2 ) or battery electric buses.
Notes: Comparison based on emissions from 40-foot transit buses. CO2e stands for carbon dioxide equivalent.

vessels (“anaerobic digesters”), both of which process organic
material from sources such as wastewater and manure.
Biomethane can be processed so it is interchangeable with fossilbased natural gas.
Life cycle global warming emissions from transit buses
powered by low-carbon fuel blends are lower than those from
vehicles powered by conventional (fossil-fuel-based) diesel
and natural gas (Figure 6). The reductions in global warming
emissions using lower-carbon fuels result from lower upstream emissions.
A low-carbon diesel blend of 5 percent biodiesel and
20 percent renewable diesel results in a 14 percent reduction
in global warming emissions compared with conventional
diesel. A CNG bus using 25 percent landfill natural gas has
emissions 21 percent lower than the diesel baseline.
A more efficient way of using landfill gas, however, is to
use it in a power plant to generate electricity to power an
electric bus. Using electricity from a power plant fueled by
25 percent landfill gas and 75 percent conventional natural
gas (by energy content) results in life cycle global warming
emissions of the bus that are nearly 70 percent lower than the
diesel baseline.
A battery electric bus powered by electricity from a
natural-gas power plant will also travel farther than a CNG
bus on the same amount of natural gas. In fact, it will travel
twice as far, accounting for the efficiency of a natural gas
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power plant (51 percent), losses in the transmission and
distribution of electricity (6.5 percent), and vehicle efficiencies (18.3 miles per gallon diesel equivalent [mpgde ] for a battery electric bus and 4.5 mpgde for a CNG bus).

Battery and fuel cell
electric vehicles are more
efficient and have lower
emissions than diesel and
natural gas vehicles.
Just as there are lower-carbon forms of diesel and natural gas, there are lower-carbon ways to generate electricity
and hydrogen for battery and fuel cell buses. Many intermediate scenarios could be used to compare technologies, but
even in the best-case scenario (100 percent renewable diesel,
100 percent biomethane, or 100 percent renewable electricity), the pattern remains the same: battery and fuel cell electric vehicles have lower emissions than diesel and natural gas
vehicles. While lower-carbon diesel and natural gas fuels can
lower life cycle emissions, their use in combustion-based engines will always generate some tailpipe emissions.

Figure 6.

Buses Powered by Low-Carbon Fuel Blends Produce Fewer Global Warming Emissions
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Global warming emissions from transit buses powered by low-carbon fuel blends are lower than those from vehicles powered by conventional
fossil fuel–based diesel and natural gas.
Note: CO2 e stands for carbon dioxide equivalent.

Particulate Matter and Nitrogen
Oxide Emissions

Both battery and fuel cell electric buses in California today
emit less NOx and particulate matter than do diesel buses
(Figure 7, p. 18). These emissions will decrease even further as
the grid becomes cleaner. Almost all PM emissions from today’s electrical grid come from biomass and coal-fired power
plants, even though these sources make up just 3 percent and
7 percent of California’s electricity supply, respectively. Power
from coal comes almost entirely from out-of-state power
plants and will be phased out of California’s electricity supply
by 2026 (CEC 2016b).
CNG engines that emit fewer nitrogen oxides are expected for release in 2016. Based on certification data for
these “low-NOx” engines, the NOx emissions from CNG buses
decrease from 36 percent to 51 percent below a diesel baseline. While one low-NOx engine has been certified to reduce
PM emissions, tailpipe emissions account for just 4 percent of
the life cycle PM emissions from traditional CNG transit
buses. Because of this small contribution and the little data
available, PM emissions from low-NOx engines were taken as
equivalent to traditional CNG engines.
Fuel cell electric buses have more than 50 percent reductions in NOx and PM compared to diesel buses. Battery electric buses powered by 50 percent non-emitting renewable

Battery electric buses
can have more than
80 percent reductions
in NOx and PM
compared with diesel
buses, depending on the
electricity mix used.
resources have more than 80 percent reductions in NOx and
PM compared with diesel buses.
While our analysis focused on nitrogen oxides and particulate matter, other vehicle pollutants are also dangerous to
breathe. For example, heavy-duty vehicles emit many types of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which contribute to the
distinct odors of a vehicle’s exhaust. VOCs are short-lived pollutants, making them difficult to measure but no less harmful
to anyone breathing a vehicle’s exhaust. While ozone and particulate matter can affect the air quality near and far from the
tailpipe of a vehicle, the short-lived nature of VOCs concentrates their effects on a more local level.
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Figure 7.

Reducing Particulate Matter and Nitrogen Oxide Emissions by Switching to Electric Buses
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Life cycle emissions of particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx ) for battery electric, fuel cell electric, and compressed natural gas
transit buses are low relative to a diesel bus.
Notes: PM2.5 emissions refer to particles with diameters 2.5 micrometers and smaller. Comparison based on emissions from 40-foot transit buses.

The Technology and Business Case for
Electric Trucks and Buses
Electric drivetrains are no longer an option just for passenger
vehicles. All-electric battery and fuel cell technologies
can already be found in several types of trucks, buses, and
off-road vehicles (e.g., forklifts and airport ground
equipment).
It has long been known that many heavy-duty vehicles
drive short urban routes with frequent stopping (USCB
2004).13 These vehicles are well suited to electrification. In
California, more than two-thirds of all heavy-duty trucks operating in the state have a range (maximum trip distance) of
less than 100 miles; more than half have an operating range of
less than 50 miles (Figure 8). These distances are well within
the range of existing heavy-duty electric vehicles on a single
charge or tank of hydrogen. Depending on how a vehicle’s
daily driving distance matches with the range of the battery,
the EV may need to be charged throughout the day.
Especially well-suited for EVs are fleet vehicles operating on defined routes with predictable stops and housed
at central depot locations where vehicles can be recharged.
Compared with passenger cars, charging and refueling
infrastructure in EV fleets can be concentrated at depots
or at strategic on-road locations.
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The high on-road time of fleet vehicles compared with
passenger vehicles also means that the fuel and maintenance
savings of electrification accrue much faster. Over the life of a
vehicle, these savings can offset higher upfront costs and make
an electric vehicle cheaper than a traditional diesel or natural

Box 3.

At a Glance: Batteries and
Fuel Cells, Not Batteries
versus Fuel Cells
Both batteries and fuel cells can power electric trucks and
buses. Batteries use compounds of lithium and/or graphite
to produce electricity, while fuel cells use hydrogen and
oxygen gases. Both types of EV have zero tailpipe emissions
and are more energy efficient than diesel or natural gas
heavy-duty vehicles. Fuel cell electric trucks and buses offer
longer ranges and shorter fueling times than do battery EVs.
Heavy-duty fuel cell vehicles have been deployed primarily
in urban bus applications, but vehicle demonstrations have
used fuel cells to extend the range of battery electric trucks.

gas vehicle. The economics will shift even further in favor of
EVs as battery and fuel cell prices decrease and the costs of diesel and natural gas engines increase to meet clean air standards.
Three types of fleet vehicles—transit buses, delivery
trucks, and drayage trucks—are most ready for electrification.
Other heavy-duty vehicles ripe for electrification include garbage trucks, yard hostlers (which move cargo around at ports
but not on roads), and school buses.

A Survey of Trucks and Buses in California
The weight of a vehicle is what makes it “heavy.” 14 In emissions inventories, CARB distinguishes three types of heavyduty vehicles by weight (“light-heavy,” “medium-heavy,” and
“heavy-heavy”) and many others by vehicle function. In 2016,
including the light heavy-duty vehicles (8,501-14,000 pounds,
e.g., a small moving truck), there are roughly 1.5 million
heavy-duty vehicles in California; roughly 600,000 heavyduty vehicles weigh more than 14,001 pounds (e.g., a mediumsized moving truck and larger) (U-Haul n.d.a; U-Haul n.d.b;
CARB 2015f ).15 Heavy-duty vehicles include such vehicles as
walk-in delivery vans, transit buses, and
large tractor trailers. They move people and goods and play
important roles in construction, agriculture, retail, and other
industries (Figure 9, p. 20).
From a public health perspective, it is important that
nearly every heavy-duty vehicle in California currently

The Range of Heavy-Duty Electric Vehicles Meets Many of Today’s Operating Needs in California
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Figure 8.

operates on diesel, including 99 percent of Class 3-8 heavyduty vehicles (10,001+ pounds) (Finkin 2016). Nationally,
diesel engines comprised 74 percent of Class 3-8 vehicle sales
in 2014 (Davis et al. 2015). Per mile, these vehicles consume
significant amounts of fuel, with many vehicles getting less
than seven miles per gallon; garbage trucks and transit buses,
which start and stop frequently, often get less than three
miles per gallon.
The 10,000 transit buses in California are an exception to
the prevalence of diesel-powered heavy-duty vehicles. Diesel
engines are used in 30 percent of transit buses; more than
50 percent are fueled by compressed natural gas (Figure 10,
p. 21). The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority operates nearly half of the natural gas buses in California (CARB 2016c).
California already has 90 electric transit buses (70 battery electric and 20 fuel cell electric), and more than 250
ele-ctric trolley buses. Electric buses are well beyond the pilot phase and fully integrated into their respective fleets.
Transit agencies in California have ordered an additional 164
electric buses (CARB 2016c).
Electric vehicle deployment is even greater for delivery
trucks. Companies beginning to incorporate EVs into their
fleets include Frito-Lay, UPS, FedEx, and Coca-Cola. FritoLay alone operates more than 250 EVs nationwide (Frito-Lay
n.d.). Delivery trucks typically fall under the Class 4-6 vehicle
category, which makes up a large fraction of the heavy-duty
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101 to 200 mi

201 to 500 mi

501 mi +

Many heavy-duty vehicles traveling within California have operating ranges suitable to electrification.
Note: This data includes vehicles whose primary jurisdiction is within California. It excludes pickup trucks, minivans, SUVs, and other light vans.
Source: USCB 2004.
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Box 4.

At a Glance: What Is a Drayage Truck?

vehicles in California, with more than 150,000 vehicles. Since
2010, more than eight companies in California have deployed
more than 400 electric delivery trucks. About half of these
truck purchases benefitted from incentive funding from the

Drayage trucks haul cargo containers made of corrugated steel to and from
ports and railroads.

federal American Reinvestment and Recovery Act; the others
have benefitted from California’s ongoing Hybrid and ZeroEmission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Project (HVIP).
Businesses with delivery trucks have also shown the greatest

Low Efficiencies Are Common to Today’s Heavy-Duty Diesel and Natural Gas Vehicles
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Figure 9.

Joseph Madde/Creative Commons (Wikimedia Commons)

Drayage trucks take cargo containers to and from ports or railroads. If you’ve ever been on a freeway in Los Angeles or
Oakland, you’ve probably seen a drayage truck but not noticed
it. They look a lot like other 18-wheeled big rigs except for the
cargo container they carry. Containers transported by drayage
trucks have noticeable ribs on the sides; trailers on long-haul
semi-trucks have smooth sides. The corrugated steel increases
the container’s strength, which is good for stacking them on
ships and trains, but it increases the drag, which is one reason
long-haul trucks do not use these containers. Another reason is
that the standard size of containers on trains and ships is 20 feet
and 40 feet, which is shorter than the standard 53-foot trailers
allowed for use by long-haul trucks.

0
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and utility
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There are more than 600,000 heavy-duty vehicles in California weighing 14,001 pounds or more. With low fuel efficiencies, these vehicles
greatly contribute to fossil fuel consumption and emissions. Class 8 vehicles include semi-trucks and dump trucks; Class 4-6 vehicles include
single-unit trucks and walk-in vans. Weights listed are in gross vehicle weight rating, the maximum weight at which the fully loaded vehicle
is rated to operate.
Source: CARB 2015f.
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Figure 10.

Transit Buses in California Are an Exception to the Prevalence of Diesel-Powered Heavy-Duty Vehicles
3%

3%

1%
CNG (all other)

8%

30%

CNG (LA Metro)
Diesel
Diesel or Gasoline Hybrid Electric
LNG or Propane

30%
26%

Electric Trolley
Battery or Fuel Cell Electric

Unlike other types of heavy-duty vehicles, which are predominantly powered by diesel, compressed natural gas powers a majority of transit
buses in California.
SOURCE: CARB 2016c.

(AAPA 2015). The roughly 20,000 drayage trucks in California are a significant source of emissions, especially in communities surrounding these ports. In 2016, CARB announced
funding for the demonstration of nearly 40 battery electric
drayage trucks in California ports. This project follows a
demonstration project by South Coast Air Quality Management District of six battery electric drayage trucks at the
ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.

© Motiv

interest in these investment opportunities. Top recipients of
HVIP funding are the buyers of zero-emission and hybrid
trucks for delivering parcels, beverages, linen, and food
(CARB 2016e; Murano 2016).
Drayage trucks are a third category of heavy-duty vehicle
well-suited for electrification. These trucks operate primarily
near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Oakland, the
nation’s first, second, and ninth busiest cargo ports in 2015

Companies with delivery trucks have shown great interest in electric heavy-duty vehicles to lower fuel and maintenance costs.
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Figure 11.

California’s Heavy-Duty EV Market Is Large and Growing
Transit Agencies

Transit Agency

Number of Buses

1

County Connection

4 Battery

2

San Joaquin RTD

17 Battery

3

Porterville Transit

2 Battery

4

Antelope Valley Transit

5
6
7
8
9

Manufacturers

Manufacturer

Product

1

Wrightspeed

Electric powertrains

2

First Priority GreenFleet

Electric trucks and
vans

85 Battery

3

Efficient Drivetrains Inc.

Electric powertrains

Foothill Transit

31 Battery

4

eBus

Electric transit buses

SunLine Transit

6 Battery, 11 Fuel Cell

5

BYD

Electric trucks and
buses

6

Phoenix Motorcars

Electric shuttle buses

7

ElDorado National-California

Fuel cell electric transit
buses

8

Complete Coach Works

Electric transit buses

9

Transpower

Electric trucks and
buses

Anaheim Resort
Transportation
Orange County
Transportation Authority

4 Battery
1 Fuel Cell

Anteater Express (UC Irvine)

1 Fuel Cell

10

Long Beach Transit

10 Battery

11

Gtrans (City of Gardena)

6 Battery

12

Los Angeles County MTA

10 Battery

13

Santa Barbara MTD

20 Battery

10

Zerotruck

Electric trucks

14

Monterey-Salinas Transit

2 Battery

11

US Hybrid

Electric powertrains

15

Stanford University

23 Battery

12

Artisan Vehicle Systems

Electric powertrains

16

Alameda-Contra Costa
Transit District

5 Battery, 14 Fuel Cell

13

Motiv Power Systems

Electric powertrains

17

SolTrans

2 Battery

14

Proterra

Electric transit buses

(Left) The map and table show the locations of transit agencies operating zero-emission battery and fuel cell electric buses. The number of
buses listed includes buses on order. (Right) The map shows the locations of electric truck and bus manufacturers in California. Several manufactures operate at more than one location.
SOURCES: CARB 2016c; CALSTART 2015.
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Electric drayage trucks are at an earlier stage of development than are transit buses and delivery trucks, but advances
in battery technology and vehicle range have made EVs increasingly suited for drayage applications. Already, electric
drayage trucks have exceeded the expectations drivers
have for torque (1,200-1,800 foot-pounds) and horsepower
(400 hp).16

Advances in battery
technology and vehicle
range have made EVs
increasingly suited for
drayage applications.
In a recent survey, drayage truck operators in Southern
California reported that nearly 75 percent of typical trips are
60 miles or shorter, well within the range of current battery
electric drayage trucks. However, the same survey found that
most operators expect to have a vehicle capable of serving
much longer routes and traveling more than 200 miles between refueling. Even if it is not common to drive long routes,
operators expect to have vehicles capable of doing so because
they have little say over which routes they drive (Papson and
Ippoliti 2013). These cases are well-suited for battery-fuel cell
hybrid electric trucks, which are capable of 200-mile ranges
(Impullitti 2015). Larger fleets that own their trucks could
manage routes, duty cycles, and charging needs more easily
than independent owner/operators.

not include companies in the supply-chain of EV manufacturing, such as Molded Fiber Glass in Adelanto, California,
which makes lightweight fiberglass bodies for electric transit
buses.

Performance Metrics: Transit Buses Show
That Electric Vehicles Fit the Bill
Much of what we know about the performance of heavy-duty
electric vehicles comes from experience with transit buses.
These vehicles have reached full commercialization largely
because transit agencies were early participants in EV pilot
projects. In fact, two California transit agencies have committed to fully electrifying their fleets (see Box 5, p. 24).
To compare electric, natural gas, and diesel buses, we
examined one model of a bus that has been made with different propulsion systems. New Flyer’s Excelsior 40-foot bus
provided the opportunity for this case study (Figure 12, p. 25).
Metrics for evaluating any vehicle include on-road performance, efficiency, range, charging time, and cost, including
the costs of fuel, infrastructure, and maintenance. The performance of the different versions of the Excelsior bus was measured at the Federal Transit Administration’s Bus Testing
Program at the Altoona Bus Research and Testing Center.
This facility provides consistent conditions and test protocols
for transit operators to compare the performance of buses.

Manufacturing Electric Vehicles in California

© BYD

Facilitating the growth of electric heavy-duty vehicles is the
growing number of EV manufacturers. California is home to
nearly 15 electric bus and truck manufacturers, located in
both Northern and Southern California, making the state an
early leader in the production and adoption of these technologies (Figure 11). These businesses make both electric drivetrains (a vehicle’s propulsion system) and fully assembled
EVs, including delivery trucks, semi-trucks, and transit buses.
The manufacturers range from established companies that
are entering the EV market to startups focusing solely on
EV technologies.
The recent announcement that Tesla Motors intends
to sell electric semi-trucks and electric buses adds another
California-based company to the list of zero-emission truck
and bus makers (Musk 2016). It is also a company with significant expertise in EVs, being one of the top sellers of electric passenger vehicles. The list of manufacturers here does

In addition to being better for our health and environment, electric buses are also
far more efficient and quieter than diesel and natural gas buses. With electricity
prices being more stable than diesel, they stand to be cheaper to run as well.
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Box 5.

At a Glance: 100 Percent
Electric Transit
Two California transit agencies have committed to
completely electric fleets, evidence that communities both
large and small can deploy electric buses.
East of the San Gabriel Mountains in the Mojave
Desert, the Antelope Valley Transit Agency (AVTA) has
committed to having its 85-bus fleet all-electric by the end
of 2018. This would make AVTA the first entirely electric
transit authority in the United States.
AVTA will deploy 17 wireless charging stations along
bus routes, enabling its electric buses to remain in service as
long as its current diesel buses. With wireless chargers,
electric buses drive under overhead charging units or over
charging pads embedded in the ground. AVTA will even use
electric buses for long-range commuter routes to downtown
Los Angeles, 75 miles away. As a high-desert area, Antelope
Valley experiences temperatures near freezing in the winter
and more than 100 degrees Fahrenheit in the summer,
demonstrating the diverse conditions in which EVs can
operate (AVTA n.d.).
Foothill Transit, serving the greater Los Angeles area
in the San Gabriel and Pomona valleys, has 17 electric buses
in service and has committed to being 100 percent electric
by 2030 (Foothill n.d.a). Foothill annually provides 14
million rides on 39 routes. With more than 300 buses, it is
California’s eighth largest transit agency (Foothill n.d.b).

Fuel Economy

Fuel economy describes how far a bus can travel on a given
amount of energy. Electric vehicles are significantly more
efficient than natural gas and diesel vehicles—four times as
efficient in the case of New Flyer’s Excelsior bus. Other electric buses have similarly high efficiencies, and other diesel
and natural vehicles have similarly low efficiencies.
Of all the categories for comparing vehicles, efficiency
shows the most substantial differences between electric and
traditional vehicles. This is due to the laws of thermodynamics: natural gas and diesel engines generate heat during combustion, and heat represents wasted energy that is not
converted into mechanical energy to propel the vehicle.
Noise

Electric transit buses are much quieter than diesel or natural
gas vehicles. This is obvious if you stand next to an electric
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vehicle or ride in one. Vehicle noise is not just a nuisance;
evidence suggests that it is associated with increased risks of
heart disease (Sørensen et al. 2012), depression (Orban et al.
2016), and type 2 diabetes (Sørensen 2013), thought to be
from increased stress hormones generated by loud sounds.
Like pollution, noise from heavy-duty vehicles disproportionately affects workers and communities where heavy-duty
vehicles operate.
Acceleration, Gradeability, and Torque

Electric buses are comparable to if not better than combustion technologies in three important measures of on-road
performance: acceleration times, gradeability, and torque.
Gradeability refers to the maximum grade a vehicle can
climb at a given speed. As with acceleration, different routes
necessitate different amounts of gradeability. Gradeability is
particularly important for Southern California drayage
trucks, which traverse 6.5 percent graded inclines going over
bridges near the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles.
Another important on-road metric for drayage trucks is
torque, which is a measure of a vehicle’s ability to move from
a standstill. Electric drayage trucks have torques of more than
2,000 foot-pounds, which is higher than the 1,200 to 1,800 footpounds of traditional diesel engines (Papson and Ippoliti
2013; BYD n.d.).

Electric vehicles are
significantly more
efficient than natural gas
and diesel vehicles.
Range and Charging Times

The range of electric vehicles increases with nearly every
model introduced. Battery electric buses recently achieved
ranges of 350 miles per charge (Proterra 2016), while fuel
cell buses have long exceeded 200 miles (Eudy, Post, and Gikakis 2015).
A vehicle is not limited to a single charge, however. Onroute charging can significantly increase the miles driven by
an electric vehicle and transit agencies use it to meet the
mileage demands of their routes with electric vehicles, including in cold temperatures, which reduce the range of EVs
due largely to the energy needed to heat the inside of the vehicle (Reichmuth 2016). By incorporating on-route charging,
an electric bus operating in cold temperatures in Winnipeg,
Canada, provided service for more than 125 miles during

Figure 12.

Electric Buses Perform Better than Other Buses on Many Key Metrics
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Looking at the performance metrics of the same model of transit bus across engine types, electric buses are more efficient and quieter than
their combustion counterparts. The on-road performance of electric buses matches or exceeds that of combustion technologies.
Source: Altoona 2015.

12.5 hours of operation (Warren 2016). Field tests of electric
buses in Edmonton, Canada, also concluded that electric buses
can operate effectively in the city’s winters (MARCON 2016).
Charging times depend on the size and type of battery
and charger. For 40-foot transit buses, charging times for lithium titanate batteries are as low as 13 minutes for a vehicle
with a 62-mile range (Figure 13, p. 26). Charging times for
other battery chemistries are roughly three hours for buses
with ranges of 80 to 200 miles.

The range of electric
vehicles increases with
nearly every model
introduced.
A recent four-month, on-road test in Seattle, Washington,
demonstrated the performance of a battery electric bus
loaded with weights to simulate 97 passengers. Driven 32,500
miles in 100 days, with a maximum of 572 miles in one day,
the bus achieved a fuel efficiency equivalent to 15 miles per
gallon. It was charged more than 1,700 times during the test
via an overhead wireless charger (Kane 2016).

Vehicle Costs

The full cost of a vehicle includes not only its purchase price
but also the ongoing costs for fuel or electricity, the fueling or
charging infrastructure, and maintenance. Despite higher
purchase costs, electric vehicles can reduce the total cost of
owning heavy-duty vehicles through lower fuel and maintenance costs. Fuel costs are lower for electric vehicles due to
the lower cost of electricity compared to diesel and the higher
efficiency of the electric vehicle. Maintenance costs are lower
because electric drivetrains have fewer moving parts compared to combustion engines. Historically, maintenance and
fuel savings were responsible for the rise of heavy-duty engines that use diesel instead of gasoline (EPA 2002).
The transit bus manufacturer New Flyer advertises savings of up to $400,000 over the lifetime of its electric bus
compared to its diesel bus due to reduced fuel costs (New
Flyer n.d.). This is significantly more than the roughly
$300,000 incremental cost of battery electric transit buses
compared to diesel buses (CARB 2016f ). Remanufactured
electric buses are already available at purchase prices
($580,000) comparable to CNG and diesel buses (Shetterly
2016).
For a Class 5 delivery truck, the upfront cost of a battery
EV is $25,000 to $37,000 higher than that of a similar diesel
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Figure 13.

Electric Bus Ranges Are Increasing While Charging and Refueling Times Are Decreasing
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Electric transit buses travel from 60 miles to 350 miles on a single charge, and charging times vary from 10 minutes to five hours. All buses
listed are 40 feet long except for BYD Motors’ 60-foot K11 bus.

truck ($60,000 new). Comparatively, the upfront costs of vehicles with low-NOx CNG engines are estimated to be $15,000 to
$20,000 higher than a comparable diesel truck. In all, the
total cost of owning an electric delivery truck is estimated to
be roughly 20 percent less than the cost of owning a diesel delivery truck (with variations depending on such factors as
whether routes are in a city or the suburbs). Maintenance savings alone for electric delivery trucks have been estimated at
$17,000 to $25,000 (Lee, Thomas, and Brown 2013).
As stronger emissions requirements push up the prices
for diesel and natural gas vehicles, EV prices are dropping as
batteries become cheaper and production volumes increase
(Randall 2016). Over the last four years, one bus manufacturer has increased the storage capacity of its batteries by
more than 40 percent (from 200 amp/hour cells to 290 amp/
hour cells), while the price of its buses has decreased more
than20 percent ($980,000 to $770,000) (Kahn 2016).
Recognizing the lifetime savings of electric buses,
some manufacturers sell electric buses at prices comparable
to those of diesel and CNG, then offer lease programs for
the batteries. This means transit agencies can make lease
payments directly from fuel and maintenance savings
(Kahn 2016).
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EV prices are dropping as
batteries become cheaper
and production volumes
increase.
The battery and fuel cell represent a large part of an EV’s
upfront cost, and replacing them can be expensive. In response, several vehicle manufacturers offer lengthy warranties that cover the batteries. Also, fuel cell electric buses used
in the Oakland area have far exceeded the expected vehicle
durability (Eudy, Post, and Gikakis 2015).
Electricity Costs

Stable electricity rates contribute to consistent operating
costs for electric truck and bus operators (Figure 14). Over
the last 15 years, electricity prices have avoided the large
swings that have characterized the price of petroleum fuels.
A challenge facing the operators of battery electric trucks
and buses is the “demand charge” included in commercial

electricity rates. For residential customers, electricity rates
are based primarily on the total amount of electricity used
over a month. For commercial facilities, electricity rates often
include an additional “demand charge” related to the maximum power consumed during a 15-minute interval for the
month. This means that spikes in electricity demand can add
significantly to the cost of vehicle charging and erode the savings of electricity compared to other fuels.
The impact of demand charges can be most acute when
fleets have a small number of electric vehicles and charging
causes large, relative spikes in electricity demand (Figure 15,
p. 28). With a larger number of vehicles, fleet owners can
space out charging over a period of time, minimizing the
spikes. Providing flexibility in utility rate structures for electric truck and bus fleets could ease the impact of demand
charges, especially for those just introducing EVs into their
fleets (CALSTART 2015).
Commercial electricity users also pay different rates depending on the time of day, with lower rates during off-peak
hours (e.g., after 6:00 p.m. for small and medium businesses)
(PG&E 2016b). So-called “time-of-use” rates can also lower
or raise the costs associated with heavy-duty electric vehicles.

Figure 14.

In 2016, CARB released a tool that transit bus operators
can use to calculate the full cost to charge electric buses under various scenarios that include demand charges and timeof-use charges (CARB 2016g). For both on-road charging
using fast-chargers and depot charging using slow-chargers,
this calculator shows that electricity costs are between diesel
prices and natural gas prices under a variety of charging
scenarios.
In California, electric truck and bus fleets can lower fuel
costs further by taking advantage of credits under the Low
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). Truck and bus fleets that use
fuels with lower global warming emissions than diesel can
earn credits and sell them to companies producing fuels with
high global warming emissions. At LCFS credit prices of $100
per ton of carbon dioxide equivalent, a typical transit bus
traveling 40,000 miles per year can earn more than $9,000 in
credits (Yuan 2016).
Charging Infrastructure

As with batteries, the price of charging equipment is decreasing but remains a factor in the total cost of a battery electric
vehicle. For example, four years ago, a 50-kilowatt wireless

Electricity Prices Have Avoided Large Price Swings
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The costs to fuel transit buses are normalized to the cost per gallon of diesel for diesel, natural gas, and battery electric buses. Prices are
based on California fuel and electricity prices and the efficiency of New Flyer’s diesel, natural gas, and electric buses.
SOURCES: EIA 2016a; EIA 2016b; EIA 2016c.
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Figure 15.

Demand Charges Can Add Significantly to the Cost of an Electric Transit Bus
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Total electricity costs per mile, including demand charges, decrease with the number of vehicles being charged and when demand charges
are low at night.
Source: CALSTART 2015.

Electrification of trucks
and buses can improve
public health, especially in
communities that bear the
brunt of pollution.
charger cost $350,000 ($7 per watt) or more. Today,
200-kilowatt chargers are available from multiple vendors
for $400,000 ($2 per watt). In comparing the costs of different buses, some manufacturers include the cost of a charger
(Kahn 2016). For battery EVs, fast-charging equipment is
more expensive than equipment for slow-charging.
In the future, operators and utilities may share electric
truck and bus infrastructure costs. California’s privately
owned utilities are in the process of implementing pilot programs designed to promote the installation of charging infrastructure for light-duty EVs. These utility programs will
result in thousands of additional charging units in various
targeted locations, including multifamily housing where installation has been more challenging. Similar programs for
electric truck and bus charging infrastructure could help facilitate the deployment of these vehicles.
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Recommendations for Action
Equitable clean air policies are a necessary and effective
means for making California a healthy place to live. While
much remains to be done, California’s air would be even dirtier without existing regulations, which have significantly reduced nitrogen oxide and particulate matter emissions from
combustion-based vehicles. The majority of reductions are
due to regulatory standards, not voluntary measures, and they
indicate that strong regulatory actions fuel market movement
to clean vehicle technologies.
Electrification of heavy-duty trucks and buses can improve public health, especially in communities that bear the
brunt of pollution, and it can slow the growth of global warming emissions from goods movement. Achieving these benefits
will require key policies to overcome barriers to deploying
electric trucks and buses:
•

Financial incentives can help offset the incremental
upfront capital and infrastructure costs associated
with clean vehicle technologies, especially for small
businesses.

•

Smart utility policies and electricity-rate options can recognize and promote the benefits of transportation electrification in managing a clean, reliable, renewable
electricity grid and facilitate the transition to electric
trucks and buses.

•

Regulatory measures can drive investments, increase volumes, reduce technology costs, and overcome businessas-usual practices so that clean heavy-duty vehicles become the norm, particularly in California’s most polluted
communities.

•

Resources for small businesses and fleet managers can
facilitate the adoption of new vehicle technologies.

track record of effectively reducing transportation emissions through a combination of regulatory and incentive
measures. A successful, equitable transition to zeroemission technologies in the heavy-duty truck and bus
sector will require a similar approach, while placing a
high priority on deploying these technologies in communities most affected by poverty and pollution. Incentives
provide important support for motivated fleets and manufacturers, but regulations are necessary to increase sales
volumes and lower costs to accelerate the deployment of
clean vehicles across the sector.

Financial Incentives

•

Heavy-duty vehicles should be a high priority for
air-quality funding, with further priority for directing
such funding at communities most affected by heavyduty vehicles—including those near ports, rail yards, and
warehouses. A recent California law (AB 1550) requiring
25 percent of funding from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund to be spent on projects within and benefitting
disadvantaged communities is a step in this direction.

•

Financial incentives should be scaled based on several
factors, including the level of emission reductions achievable per vehicle, the long-term potential for widespread
deployment within a specific heavy-duty application, and
whether the vehicle will predominately operate in communities most affected by poverty and pollution.

•

Consistent, long-term funding is important for maximizing private-sector investments and making steady progress toward full commercialization of EV technologies. In
a negative example, the California legislature severely
underfunded heavy-duty vehicle investments in 2015,
hindering the demonstration and deployments of clean
freight technologies.17

•

Cost-benefit analyses for vehicle purchases should account for the total cost of vehicle ownership rather than
just the upfront costs.

•

State-funded transportation projects should promote
truck and bus electrification and facilitate the deployment of zero-emission trucks and buses—for example,
by giving zero-emission vehicles access to priority
lanes.

•

Regulations should complement the state’s financial investments in clean vehicle technology. California has a

The state should develop clean-vehicle standards for applications where zero-emission technologies are feasible,
including transit buses, delivery trucks, and drayage
trucks. The California Sustainable Freight Action Plan
contains commitments by the Air Resources Board to
move forward with regulatory measures on last-mile delivery trucks but fails to commit to similar measures for
drayage trucks. Given the impact of drayage trucks on
communities and the recent investment of incentive dollars in demonstrating advanced technology drivetrains
in heavy-duty, short-haul operations, California should
move forward in developing regulations for zero-emission
drayage trucks as well.

Electricity Rates

•

Electric utility policies should complement zeroemission truck and bus deployment goals. The California
Public Utilities Commission recently decided to support
pilot projects by privately owned utilities; it should also
compel utilities to invest in charging infrastructure for
heavy-duty vehicles, especially in communities most affected by pollution from heavy-duty vehicles. Large-scale
deployment and demonstration programs should proceed
to show the economic benefits that EV deployment can
have on fleets, ratepayers, and communities.

•

Electricity rates should provide flexibility for different
types of fleets to facilitate the adoption of electric trucks
and buses. Flexible rate structures that recognize unique
fleet operating characteristics in addition to promoting
grid-friendly charging behavior can facilitate the deployment of battery electric technologies. However, current
rate structures, with time-of-use and demand charges,
can significantly increase the costs of owning electric
trucks and buses, particularly as fleets initially have small
numbers of vehicles over which to spread the costs.

•

Electricity rates and infrastructure investments should
reflect the benefits that a high penetration of EVs brings
to all ratepayers and the stability of the grid.

California should extend its Low Carbon Fuel Standard
to 2030. The extended standard should continue to drive
investment in clean fuels—including electricity—and support the Governor’s goal of cutting the state’s oil use in
half by 2030.

Regulatory Measures

•

•
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[ chapter 3 ]

Assessing Electric Vehicle Jobs and
Workforce Training in California

The rise of the clean energy economy is well underway. New
technologies are stimulating demand for new jobs and new
skills, and employment in the sector is growing throughout
the country. In California, clean energy jobs are growing even
faster than in the rest of the United States, and the state leads

the way for simultaneously growing the economy and reducing global warming emissions. More than 500,000 Californians work in energy efficiency, solar power, and related fields
like electric vehicle production, EV-charging infrastructure,
and EV maintenance (BWRP 2016). And California is home to

© Complete Coach Works

Complete Coach Works converts old diesel-run transit buses into buses that run on electricity, requiring both mechanical and electrical skills in its workforce.
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15 manufacturers of electric trucks and buses, including established companies and start-ups, and that number is growing swiftly. All this gives the state an opportunity to build
workforce pipelines that address racial and socioeconomic
barriers by training and hiring the residents of underserved
communities for jobs in the heavy-duty EV sector.
Based on interviews with heavy-duty EV industry representatives and Occupational Information Network (O*NET)
data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, we identified assemblers, electricians, and EV-service technicians as important occupations for opening up job opportunities in
underserved communities. These emerging and new occupations have great potential to grow, and they also can provide
pathways to higher-paying, high-quality jobs.

The transition to a clean
energy economy must be
just and fair.
However, our analysis shows that most occupations in
heavy-duty EV fields are only moderately accessible to underserved communities because of the level of experience and
preparation they require. Indeed, when we assessed jobs that
pay workers above minimum wage, we consistently found
an increasing need for workers with electrical skills and
electrical-safety training throughout most occupations related to the electrification of trucks and buses. This makes
access to training crucial.
The transition to a clean energy economy from one based
on fossil fuels inevitably means that some jobs will disappear
and others will be created. The transition must be just and
fair. Workers from underserved communities must have access to and training for new and emerging occupations, with
career pathways out of poverty. This will require robust, targeted efforts to train, certify, and place underserved community workers in quality jobs in the clean energy economy.

Growth Potential in Truck and Bus
Electrification and Related Jobs
In California’s clean energy economy, jobs connected with
transportation electrification have great growth potential. In
particular, occupations related to truck and bus electrification
present a significant opportunity, and California has taken
actions that signal a strong desire to expand the use of clean,
heavy-duty EV technologies like trucks and transit buses:

•

In 2014, California Senate Bill 1204 created the California
Clean Truck, Bus, and Off-Road Vehicle and Equipment
Technology Program to fund zero-emission and near-zeroemission truck, bus, and off-road vehicle and equipment
technologies and related projects.

•

In 2015, Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-32-15 directed California to develop an integrated freight action
plan by July 2016 (Brown 2015b). In spring 2016, the Sustainable Freight Action Plan, a multiagency effort resulting from that order, committed the state to deploying
100,000 freight vehicles and equipment capable of zeroemission operation by 2030 (CSFAP 2016).

•

The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015
made it a principal goal of electric utilities in California
to “improve the environment and to encourage the diversity of energy resources through improvements in energy
efficiency, development of renewable energy resources,
and widespread transportation electrification” (emphasis
added) (Senate Bill 350).

•

In 2015, three California transit agencies received more
than $7 million from the Federal Transit Administration’s
Low and No-Emission Vehicle Deployment Program.
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Agency
received $4.28 million, Foothill Transit received $1.31 million, and the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District received about $1.55 million (USDOT/FTA 2016).

•

In 2016, CARB is refreshing the Advanced Clean Transit
Rule (a fleet rule for transit agencies), with the goal of
transforming the statewide fleet of transit buses by 2040
by requiring renewable fuels and the cleanest available
engines and phasing in purchases of zero-emission buses
(CARB 2016b).

•

In spring 2016, CARB announced the single largest award
to deploy the largest number of zero-emission trucks
servicing ports in the nation’s history—$23.6 million for
43 trucks, with a total investment of $40 million in the
project (CALSTART 2016).

•

The California Energy Commission’s 2016–2017 Investment Plan Update for the Alternative and Renewable Fuel
and Vehicle Technology Program allocates $23 million to
medium- and heavy-duty vehicle technology demonstration projects to scale up deployment (CEC 2016a).

These policies and investments are expected to increase
the number of transportation electrification jobs in heavyduty EV manufacturing, the EV-charging infrastructure, and
EV maintenance and repair (Hamilton 2011). With the right
job-training and hiring efforts, truck and bus electrification
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can be a catalyst for boosting economic opportunity in underserved communities and helping overcome racial inequities
in wealth and employment.

Truck and bus
electrification can be
a catalyst for boosting
economic opportunity
in underserved
communities.
Methodology
We assessed three job categories, using information from the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics and from interviews and questionnaires with representatives of heavy-duty EV companies.
•

•

•

The Manufacturing Jobs Assessment uses occupation
and industry data from the O*NET database. O*NET describes occupations through individual attributes that
capture work organization, work environment, typical
tasks and worker attributes, and the knowledge and skills
required for a particular occupation. Because O*NET
does not provide sector specific data (e.g., automotive
manufacturing), we focused on occupations that would
be relevant to manufacturing electric trucks and buses.
To supplement these data and get a better sense of occupations in heavy-duty EV companies, we interviewed industry representatives from Build Your Dreams Motors,
Inc., Complete Coachworks, Gillig, Proterra, and
Transpower.
The EV-Charging Infrastructure and EV Maintenance
Assessments relies primarily on O*NET data to assess
wages and credentials of jobs related to the EV-charging
infrastructure and EV maintenance and repair. We used
available literature to identify the most relevant jobs.
The Job-Training Resources Related to Transportation Electrification uses available literature on
job-training related to transportation electrification for
information about programs and skills. We followed
leads from state agencies, workforce development
groups, and heavy-duty EV companies.

The assessments highlight occupations that have the
most growth potential and can serve as steps on a pathway to
higher-paying jobs and careers. Each assessment includes
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findings, job types, wages and accessibility, projected growth,
and job profiles (see Appendix A: Job Profiles at www.ucsusa.
org/ElectricTrucks for more information).
The assessment has several limitations. First, it includes
only lower-skilled occupations relevant to truck and bus electrification and does not assess more-skilled occupations, such
as engineers and executives. Second, the interviewees from
California-based electric truck and bus manufacturers provided varying amounts of information for the manufacturing
jobs assessment. Lastly, job projections are based on Bureau of
Labor Statistics data, which look at occupation categories as a
whole and not at specific sectors like EVs. The projections do
not account for California policies, regulations, or investments
intended to grow the electric truck and bus sector.

Goals of the Assessment
To create a diverse and equitable heavy-duty EV industry,
we identified and assessed key occupations and skills needed
to participate in this emerging sector. By identifying “bright
outlook” jobs and skills and surveying current training
efforts, stakeholders can create programs and policies that
prepare members of underserved communities to meet the
growing demand for skills related to transportation
electrification.18
Toward that end, we had three goals:
•

Assess jobs in EV manufacturing, the EV-charging infrastructure, and EV maintenance relevant to increased investments in and demand for electric trucks and buses.

•

Provide recommendations for connecting underserved
communities with career pathways related to truck and
bus electrification.

•

Identify and highlight workforce training resources that
can help fill demand created by heavy-duty EVs.

Manufacturing Occupations 19
California heavy-duty EV manufacturing jobs are typically
not unionized. No major electric truck and bus manufacturer
in California has a unionized workforce. This stands in contrast to much of conventional automotive manufacturing in
the United States. For example, the United Automobile Workers represents autoworkers at the nation’s Big Three car manufacturers (Ford, General Motors, and Fiat Chrysler America)
(Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Brooks, and Mulloy 2016). Nevertheless,
a small sample of reports from California manufacturers indicates that these jobs pay decently; however, further research is needed.

Box 6.

At a Glance: Electric Truck
and Bus Manufacturing
Jobs
•

Moderately accessible: Typically require a high school
diploma and may require some vocational training or
work-related experience; an associate’s degree may be
needed

•

Non-union: Generally not unionized

Similar to conventional automotive manufacturing, many
occupations in heavy-duty EV manufacturing have an increased need for electrical skills, depending on the components and technology being assembled, prompting a shift
away from mechanical skills and toward electrical skills and
safety. One interviewee noted a trend in heavy-duty EV manufacturing toward electrifying all components of trucks and
buses because of the savings associated with maintaining
electric components. For example, air brakes on buses
require more maintenance than do electric brakes. As a
result, conventional brake assemblers will need to acquire
wire-harnessing skills and electrical-safety training if they
become responsible for assembling electrical parts and components. This raises the barrier to entry for low-skilled workers without electrical skills, indicating a need for robust,
targeted job training to ensure that workers from underserved communities are not left behind.

Many occupations
in heavy-duty EV
manufacturing have
an increased need for
electrical skills.
Industry representatives unanimously reported that
“assembler” is the occupation likely to grow the most with
increased investment in and adoption of electric trucks
and buses. This growth potential, coupled with potential
pathways into higher-paid, higher-skilled occupations, means
that assembler jobs can play an important role in fostering
economic opportunity in underserved communities.

Few job-training pipelines target underserved communities. To ensure that the heavy-duty EV sector in California
develops in a diverse, equitable way—and sooner rather than
later—targeted job-training programs aimed at overcoming
electrical-skill gaps in underserved communities must be created. Pipelines are necessary for sectors like heavy-duty EV
manufacturing based on the need for trained and experienced
workers to fill the growing workforce.
While our research uncovered few apprenticeship programs that lead directly to heavy-duty EV manufacturing careers, we found community colleges and other job-training
organizations with established vocational programs in transportation electrification; these programs can provide pathways to heavy-duty EV careers. Community colleges play a
major role in training jobseekers to fill the skill needs of the
heavy-duty EV sector and will continue to be important partners for heavy-duty manufacturers. Training programs can

Box 7.

Distinguishing General
and Heavy-Duty Electric
Vehicle Assembly
General Assemblers
•

Assemble both finished products and the parts that go
into them, using tools, machines, and their hands to
make engines, generators, and other parts

•

Conduct quality-control checks

•

Require little to no training; typically require a high
school diploma

•

Do not require certification but must demonstrate
professionalism

•

Median pay in California: $12.60–$14.37 per hour

Heavy-Duty EV Assemblers
•

Sometimes called mechanical or electrical associates
(Proterra n.d.)

•

Must be able to work with new technologies; sometimes
must be able to build electrical wire harnesses and solve
wiring problems (Proterra n.d.)

•

Depending on the stage of assembly, must be able to
safely handle high-voltage electrical components

•

One to three years of related experience may be preferred

•

May require electrician certification for more advanced
assembly and testing

•

Pay of $13–$20 per hour reported by two employers
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© BYD

Employment opportunities in electric bus and truck manufacturing cover a variety of skills and tasks.

expose young adults from underserved communities to career
opportunities in EV manufacturing, engineering, and other
careers in clean energy technology.
Types of Jobs

Occupations associated with heavy-duty EV manufacturing
include helpers, assemblers, testers, and welders.
There are many stages to building a heavy-duty electric
vehicle. For example, Build Your Dream Motors, Inc. (BYD),
an electric truck and bus company with facilities in Lancaster,
California, custom-builds transit buses from the ground up
(Field 2015). Starting with a few base models, customers
choose among options in such areas as passenger capacity,
electric range, and color. Typically, BYD begins its production
process by welding a steel frame, then attaching aluminum
sides and framing it all with fiberglass and windows. After
this, the bus is wired and fitted with interior panels and insulation and then it goes to the paint booth. (Some companies
surveyed do painting in house; others outsource it.) At this
stage, BYD buses go on an assembly line for adding the batteries and drive components. The buses are tested after they are
fully assembled.
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Occupations associated
with heavy-duty EV
manufacturing include
helpers, assemblers,
testers, and welders.
The stages of production—and the jobs involved—can
vary. For example, Complete Coach Works in Riverside,
California, remanufactures old transit buses and converts
them to cleaner fuels like electricity (CCW n.d.). The remanufacturing process begins by stripping down the old bus to its
frame before rebuilding it with clean fuel technology. Because
this process includes stripping down conventional buses and
converting them, Complete Coach Works values production
workers who have both mechanical and electrical skills.
Overall, heavy-duty EV manufacturing jobs in California
require higher skills than do general manufacturing jobs

because of the increased needs in areas like electrical wiring
and electrical safety. However, conventional automotive manufacturing also requires mid-level skills and has become increasingly high-tech in recent years.

table 1.

There are indications that heavy-duty EV manufacturing
jobs tend to pay decent wages. The lowest-skilled jobs in manufacturing, based on O*NET data and interviews with industry
representatives, are helpers, painters, assemblers, and testers.

Occupations Associated with Electric Truck and Bus Manufacturing

Occupation

Job Description

Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Assemblers

Assemble or modify electrical or electronic equipment, such as computers, test equipment
telemetering systems, electric motors, and batteries

Team Assemblers

Work as part of a team that is responsible for assembling an entire product or component of a
product
Should be able to perform all tasks conducted by the team in the assembly process and rotate
through all or most of them rather than being assigned to a specific task on a permanent basis
May participate in making management decisions affecting the work
Includes team leaders who work as part of the team
When there are more electrical components, more likely to require wire harnessing skills like
assembly of electrical wires, connectors, and other parts

Electromechanical
Equipment Assemblers

Assemble or modify electromechanical equipment or devices, such as servomechanisms, gyros,
dynamometers, magnetic drums, tape drives, brakes, control linkage, actuators, and appliances

Inspectors, Testers, Sorters,
Samplers, and Weighers

Inspect, test, sort, sample, or weigh raw materials or processed, machined, fabricated, or
assembled parts or products for defects, wear, and deviations from specifications
May use precision measuring instruments and complex test equipment
For heavy-duty EVs, may require electrical skills to commission the electric truck or bus and verify
its functionality

Helpers/Production
Workers

Help production workers by performing duties requiring less skill

Welders, Fabricators,
Cutters, and Welder Fitters

Use hand-welding or flame-cutting equipment to weld or join metal components or to fill holes,
indentations, or seams of fabricated metal products

Machinists

Set up and operate a variety of machine tools to produce precision parts and instruments

Supply or hold materials or tools, clean work area and equipment, and similar tasks

Includes precision instrument makers who fabricate, modify, or repair mechanical instruments
May also fabricate and modify parts to make or repair machine tools or maintain industrial
machines, applying knowledge of mechanics, mathematics, metal properties, layout, and
machining procedures
Computer-Controlled
Machine Tool Operators,
Metal and Plastic

Operate computer-controlled machines or robots to perform one or more machine functions on
metal or plastic work pieces

Manufacturing Production
Technicians

Set up, test, and adjust manufacturing machinery or equipment, using any combination of
electrical, electronic, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or computer technologies

Painters

Operate or tend painting machines to paint surfaces of transportation equipment, such as
automobiles, buses, trucks, trains, boats, and airplanes
Includes painters in auto-body repair facilities

SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016A-I; USDOL/ETA 2016N.
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Table 1 (p. 35) lists a sample of manufacturing occupations relevant to heavy-duty EV production and their job descriptions.
Wages and Accessibility

Entry-level manufacturing jobs in California pay more than
the state’s minimum wage, $10 per hour. For example, median
hourly wages for lower-skilled jobs (e.g., helpers, assemblers,
painters, testers/inspectors) range from $10.96 per hour to
$17.64 per hour (USDOL/ETA 2016a-f ). Some higher-skilled
manufacturing jobs have even higher average hourly wages—
for example, $17.70 for computer-controlled machine tool operators, $18.44 for welders, and $18.77 for machinists
(USDOL/ETA 2016g-i).
Two interviewees from heavy-duty EV companies reported offering relatively high hourly wages for new assemblers, with starting wages ranging from $13 to $20 per hour.
table 2.

Wages, Education Requirements, and O*NET Job Zones for Manufacturing Occupations

O*NET Occupation

California
Hourly
Median Wage
(2014)
Education Requirements
Occupations require a few months to one year of working with experienced
employees and may be associated with a recognized apprenticeship program.

O*NET Job Zone 2
Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Assemblers

$14.37

Usually requires a high school diploma

Team Assemblers

$12.60

Usually requires a high school diploma

Electromechanical
Equipment Assemblers

$13.92

Usually requires a high school diploma

Inspectors, Testers, Sorters,
Samplers, and Weighers

$17.64

Usually requires a high school diploma

Helpers-Production
Workers

$10.96

Usually requires a high school diploma

O*Net Job Zone 3

Welders, Cutters, and
Welder Fitters

Occupations require one or two years of training involving both on-thejob experience and informal training with experienced workers and may be
associated with a recognized apprenticeship program
$18.44

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job experience,
or an associate’s degree

$18.77

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job experience,
or an associate’s degree

Computer-controlled
Machine Tool Operator

$17.70

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job experience,
or an associate’s degree

Manufacturing Production
Technicians

$32.24

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job experience,
or an associate’s degree

Machinist

SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016A-I; USDOL/ETA 2016N.
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One interviewee reported that their assemblers also receive
benefits, stock options, and a 401(k) with company match.
This indicates that wage standards in the California heavyduty EV sector might be higher than for manufacturing in
general. The benefits and stock options offered by one of the
companies is a promising finding. More data are required on
the starting wages and benefits of other occupations at California’s heavy-duty EV companies.
To determine the accessibility of heavy-duty EV manufacturing jobs, we used information from the interviews with
industry representatives and O*NET Job Zone classifications
to determine the amount of education and training required
to perform each occupation (Table 2).
Heavy-duty EV manufacturing jobs are middle-skill:
they require more than a high school diploma but less than a
bachelor’s degree. In part, this is due to the increasing need
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for electrical skills at all stages of production. Unlike conventional manufacturing, heavy-duty EV production increasingly
uses high-voltage electricity, requiring electrical safety and
hazard training to prevent injury. General manufacturing jobs
require anywhere from a few months (e.g., assemblers and
testers) to two years of training (e.g., welders and machinists).

Two interviewees from
heavy-duty EV companies
reported starting wages
ranging from $13 to
$20 per hour.
Industry representatives reported that entry-level manufacturing workers may need higher levels of education and
experience depending on the level of electrical work required. For example, they reported that a high school education is necessary for assembler positions, although the
qualifications vary among manufacturers and depend on
whether more advanced assembly work is necessary. One
manufacturer requires as much as three years of experience
for assemblers. As a result, many EV manufacturing workers
previously worked in general or conventional automotive
manufacturing (Hamilton 2011).
In short, for individuals with no training or work experience, entry-level jobs in general manufacturing are more accessible than jobs in electric truck and bus manufacturing.
Projected Growth in Occupations Related to

We asked representatives of heavy-duty EV companies
what position they considered likely to grow the most if investments in heavy-duty EVs continue and demand increases.
Everyone gave the same answer: assembler positions. In other
words, increased investment in this technology seems likely
to spur significant job growth in this sector.
Heavy-Duty EV Assemblers: A Critical Occupation
for Underserved Communities?

Heavy-duty EV assembly may be a step on a pathway to
higher-wage, higher-skilled occupations. Assemblers who
gain experience on the job and add skills via training have
opportunities to transition to occupations that may require
more training or certification. For example, the job of tester/
quality technician, with a median hourly wage of $17.64, requires a baseline level of experience in vehicle assembly and
typically requires a few months of related on-the-job training
(Glassdoor n.d.; USDOL/ETA 2016f ).
Our research also found that assembler occupations in
heavy-duty EV manufacturing have the greatest growth potential among all manufacturing occupations.
Many occupations involved in manufacturing EVs are
involved as well in manufacturing EV charging stations,
which are necessary for most EVs (Hamilton 2011). This
broadens the job opportunities for a heavy-duty EV
assembler.

Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Occupations
Findings

•

Electrical skills are critical for opening up EV-charging
infrastructure job opportunities to members of underserved communities. Basic electrical skills are required
for installing, maintaining, and repairing EV charging
stations. They also provide a pathway to other growing
occupations in the clean energy economy (e.g., solar
panel installer, wind turbine installer).

•

In California, many electricians train through the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The union
gives access to training and certification for work in the
EV-charging infrastructure.

Manufacturing

The US Department of Labor collects data on state-by-state
employment trends for manufacturing occupations overall; it
does not disaggregate conventional automotive manufacturing data or EV manufacturing data from manufacturing in
general. The projected job growth in manufacturing in California ranges from 1 percent to 16 percent growth through
2022. The highest projected job growth is for machinists
(15 percent) and computer-controlled machine tool operators
(16 percent). The outlook is worse for assembler positions
(7 percent decline to 4 percent growth). Overall, assembler
occupations in California are expected to grow slowly.
However, quantifying job growth is a complex process, and
it is especially difficult in emerging sectors like the heavy-duty
EV industry. The job projections noted here do not account for
changes in policies, regulations, or investments related to electric truck and bus technology and deployment.

Types of Jobs

The installation of EV-charging infrastructure has several
stages combining civil work and electrical work. General
contractors start with design and permitting, which includes
drawing the electrical panel and submitting the design to
the permitting authority. Once a project is permitted, civil
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In addition to the manufacturing of heavy-duty EVs, California must invest in building a charging infrastructure, which means more employment opportunities for
those with basic electrical skills. Above, a bus utilizes an overhead charger.

workers break the ground and then electrical workers lay
down the wires. The utility and the permitting authority inspect this work. Once they approve that work, civil workers
cover up the site and then electrical workers place the equipment on the circuits. Finally, the utility comes and turns on
the power.
The civil work consists of concrete and asphalt trenching
and other tasks necessary for preparing the site for the

Box 8.

At a Glance: Jobs Related to
Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure
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•

Moderately accessible: Typically require high school,
vocational school, or work-related experience

•

Well-paying: Often offer family-supporting wages, well
above minimum wage

•

Protected: Typically unionized

•

Career-ladder: Often offer advancement opportunities
through pre-apprenticeships, apprenticeships, and
training
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electricians to complete the electrical wiring. The electrical
work consists of tasks like laying the electrical wires and installing the charging station. Typically, general contractors
with electrical specialization work with subcontracted civil
workers to design electrical panels for the charging infrastructure. According to one interviewee, the two types of
work typically comprise nearly 75 percent of the expenses for
installing EV-charging infrastructure.
We emphasize electrical skills here because work in EVcharging infrastructure requires knowledge of electrical wiring for installing, maintaining, and repairing. Those same
electrical skills open the door to other opportunities in the
clean energy economy (e.g., solar installers, wind turbine installers, EV technicians).
Two occupations associated with the EV-charging infrastructure have an especially bright outlook in the coming
years: electrician and electrical power-line installer and repairer (Table 3).
Wages and Accessibility

The wages for the occupations related to EV-charging infrastructure assessed in this report are well above California’s
$10 per hour minimum wage (Table 4). Electricians earn a
median wage of $29.52 per hour (USDOL/ETA 2016j). Electrical power-line installers and repairers earn $49.23 per hour
(USDOL/ETA 2016k). Those California wages are significantly

table 3.

Occupations Related to Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

Occupation

Job Description

Electricians

Install, maintain, and repair electrical wiring, equipment, and fixtures
Ensure that work is in accordance with relevant codes
May install or service streetlights, intercom systems, or electrical control systems
Connect charging stations to power lines and ensure that the chargers are working properly
(Hamilton 2011)
Make necessary repairs (Hamilton 2011)

Electrical Power-Line
Installers and Repairers

Install or repair cables or wires used in electrical power or distribution systems
May erect poles and light- or heavy-duty transmission towers
Install new lines capable of handling the increased load that may be required for EV charging
stations (Hamilton 2011)
Place new lines and connect them to the grid in cities that require new power lines when adding
public EV-charging stations (Hamilton 2011)

SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016J-K.

higher than US median hourly wages for electricians ($24.57)
and electrical power-line installers and repairers ($31.70)
(USDOL/ETA 2016j-k).
O*NET considers electricians and electrical power-line
installers and repairers to be middle-skill jobs because they
require some form of training, certification, and related onthe-job experience.
Typically, electrical power-line installers and repairers
must have a high school diploma or equivalent as well as basic
math and reading skills (Hamilton 2011). Generally, they receive one to five years of on-the-job training. Training regularly emphasizes safety because of the danger involved in
working with high-voltage electricity. To become an installer
and repairer, technical knowledge of electricity is helpful but
not required.

table 4.

Generally, electricians need a high school diploma or
equivalent and must participate in an apprenticeship that
lasts at least three years (see Appendix A: Job Profiles at
www.ucsusa.org/ElectricTrucks for more information.) (Hamilton 2011). This includes both formal classroom training and
on-the-job training as the apprentice gains the skills necessary to work independently. In addition, California, like most
states and localities, requires electricians to be licensed. Usually, licensure involves passing an examination that covers
building codes, the National Electric Code, and electrical theory. In addition, electricians must complete specialized training by a charging-station manufacturer before being certified
to install a particular type of charging station.
An example of a path to electrician certification is
California’s Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Training Program

Wages and Education Requirements in Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

O*NET Occupation

California Hourly
Median Wage
(2014)

Education Requirements

Electricians

$29.52

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job
experience, or an associate’s degree

Electrical Power-Line
Installers and Repairers

$49.23

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job
experience, or an associate’s degree

SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016J-K.
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Box 9.

Installing an Electric
Vehicle Charging Station
This profile is adapted from an interview with Phil Haupt,
who now installs EV-supply equipment after working as an
oil-refinery electrician.
Background: After about 20 years as an oil-refinery
electrician, Haupt started a business in solar-installation
services in 2005. In 2010, he and his company switched to
focus on EV services.
Skills needed: “It requires the broad skill set of electrical contracting, as well as knowledge of each specific
electric vehicle—where their charge ports are located and
their own individual power requirements. Additional
knowledge about American[s] [With] Disabilit[ies] Act
accessibility laws, parking space requirements, electric
vehicle supply equipment brands and capabilities and
permitting is required.”
Career pathway: “The career path to installing electric vehicle supply equipment begins with a solid proficiency in electrical work. The specialties involved come
with working in the field and understanding the vehicles
and the various electric vehicle supply equipment brands.”
Best part of the job: “I enjoy watching the paradigm
shift from internal combustion engines to electrically
powered vehicles. Once a person experiences the difference,
there is no going back. I also love the fact that I am
providing a ‘green’ opportunity.”
Advice: “Start an electrical apprenticeship. The growth
rate of electric vehicles is vertical, so the jobs will be there.”
Source: LANTERO 2014.

(EVITP). EVITP provides training and certification for
electricians and wirers installing commercial, fleet, and
utility-company equipment for EV infrastructure. It acts as
an EV-industry collaborative, partnering with organizations
to develop curricula to train and certify electricians on
installation, commissioning, and maintenance (EVITP n.d.).
Community colleges and Joint Apprenticeship Training
Committee locations offer the EVITP courses, each of which
takes 24 hours to complete.
Occupations associated with EV-charging infrastructure
pay well and have great growth potential. This suggests placing a high priority on exploring efforts to connect underserved
community workers to EV-charging-station certifications
and trainings.
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Projected Growth in Jobs Related to EV-charging
Infrastructure

Overall, electrician jobs in California are expected to grow by
22 percent through 2022 (Table 5). This growth cannot be
attributed strictly to increased demand for EV-charging infrastructure due to increased adoption of electric trucks and
buses in California. Nonetheless, increased investments in
heavy-duty EVs, and EVs in general, will increase the need for
jobs necessary to deploy EV-charging infrastructure.

Electric Vehicle Maintenance Occupations
Findings

•

EV maintenance and repair jobs differ considerably from
conventional automotive maintenance and repair jobs.
They require knowledge of electrical safety when repairing high-voltage components like EV batteries. As a result, incumbent auto mechanics will require training to
update their skills.

•

Electrification of vehicles will result in increased demand
for EV maintenance.

Types of Jobs

Electric vehicles, like any vehicle, need occasional maintenance and repair. For example, batteries can degrade and
need replacing every few years, with the interval depending
on usage and the type of battery. Normal repair workers can
do routine maintenance and repair work, like rotating tires,
but fixing or tuning electrical systems and drivetrains will
often need skilled workers familiar with EVs (Hamilton 2011).
O*NET data lack specific information about EV maintenance and repair occupations. To assess EV maintenance and
repair jobs, we compared them with conventional automotive
maintenance and repair jobs, assessing two occupations associated with automotive maintenance: master mechanics and

Box 10.

At a Glance: Automotive
Maintenance Jobs
•

Moderately accessible: Typically require high school,
vocational school, or work-related experience

•

Well-paying: Typically offer family-supporting wages,
well above minimum wage

table 5.

Projected Growth in Jobs Related to Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Employment in California

O*NET Occupation
Electricians
Electrical Power-Line
Installers and Repairers

2012

2022

Projected Change,
2012–2022

Projected Annual Job Openings
in California, 2012–2022*

48,700

59,500

22%

2,000

7,100

8,200

16%

360

*Refers to the average annual job openings due to growth and net replacement.
SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016J-K.

specialty technicians. We then reviewed training programs
for EV maintenance to find distinguishing skills and duties
(Table 6).
Wages and Accessibility

The wages of automotive maintenance occupations we assessed are well above California’s $10 per hour minimum
wage. For example, the median hourly wage for master mechanics in California is $19.46, higher than the US median
hourly wage of $17.84 (Table 7, p. 42) (USDOL/ETA 2016l).
Automotive maintenance jobs are middle-skill and increasingly require formal training. Workers usually need a
few weeks to two years of training involving both on-the-job
experience and less formal training with experienced workers
table 6.

(Hamilton 2011). For employment at larger repair shops and
auto dealerships, auto service workers must be certified by the
National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE).
Typically, it takes two to five years of experience to become a
fully qualified automotive service technician through ASE. Additionally, programs like the National Alternative Fuels Training Consortium train workers on a variety of skills needed to
work on electric or alternative fuel vehicles.
In short, low-skill workers from underserved communities cannot access these jobs without targeted and robust
training programs. To grow the heavy-duty EV sector equitably, incumbent automotive maintenance workers from underserved communities must receive training to upgrade their
skills to the rapidly evolving automotive technology.

Occupations in Automotive Maintenance and Repair

O*NET Occupation

Job Description

Automotive Master
Mechanics

Repair automobiles, trucks, buses, and other vehicles

Automotive Specialty
Technicians
EV Technicians

Repair virtually any part on the vehicle or specialize in the transmission system
Repair only one system or component on a vehicle, such as brakes, suspension, or radiator
Has evolved from doing simple mechanical repairs to high-level, technology-related work, such as
work with integrated electronic systems.
Distinguishing skills and duties (see Appendix A: Job Profiles at www.ucsusa.org/ElectricTrucks
for more information) (Hamilton 2011):
• Use computerized shop equipment and work with electronic components as well as traditional
hand tools
• Work with electrical systems and drivetrains, which often requires skills specific to electric
vehicles
• Repair or install EV batteries, a job requiring training to work with specific types of batteries
• Replace batteries every few years, with the timing depending on usage and type of battery

SOURCES: USDOL/ETA 2016L; HAMILTON 2011.
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table 7.

Wages and Education Requirements in Automotive Maintenance and Repair

O*NET Occupation

California Hourly
Median Wage
(2014)*

Education Requirements

Automotive Master
Mechanics

$19.46

Usually requires training in vocational schools, related on-the-job
experience, or an associate’s degree

Automotive Specialty
Technicians

$19.46

Certificate; associate’s degree

*Salary information comes from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics Program, a semiannual survey providing wage and
employment statistics for the nation, each state, and substate regions. O*NET combines salary information for automotive master mechanics and automotive
specialty technicians into one category.
Source: O*NET Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

Projected Growth in Jobs Related to Maintenance

Electric trucks and buses require less maintenance and repair
than do conventional vehicles. For example, heavy-duty,
pure-battery EVs need no oil changes or spark-plug replacements. However, as noted, the periodic maintenance and repair of heavy-duty EVs will require specialized skills.
California’s action plans, policies, and investments aim to
increase the number of EVs on the road, and the state’s Sustainable Freight Action Plan has set the goal of deploying
100,000 freight vehicles and equipment capable of zeroemission operation by 2030 (CSFAP 2106). Automotive maintenance and repair jobs are expected to grow 15 percent in
California through 2022, significantly higher than the projected 5 percent growth for these jobs nationwide (Table 8)
(USDOL/ETA 2016l). This growth cannot be attributed strict
-ly to increased deployment of EVs in California. Nonetheless,
EV policies and investments mean the demand for EV maintenance and repair jobs in California will continue to grow.
table 8.

Heavy-Duty Electric Vehicle Workforce
Development and Job-Training Resources
Findings

•

California’s electric truck and bus industry relies on community colleges to train workers.

•

Transit agencies, unions, and other organizations have
begun assessing workforce development and training
needs for electrifying the truck and bus industry.

•

There is an increasing need to build career pathways that
help residents of underserved communities access electrical training and careers in heavy-duty EVs.

Widespread transportation electrification is rapidly
changing workforce needs. To meet these changing demands,
community colleges, training organizations, and government
agencies have begun developing programs and partnerships
to create a sustainable workforce for manufacturing and

Projected Growth in Auto Service Technicians and Mechanics
Employment in California

O*NET Occupation
Auto Service Technicians
and Mechanics

2012

2022

Projected Change,
2012–2022

Projected Annual Job Openings
in California, 2012–2022

64,200

73,800

15%

2,590

Note: O*NET combines employment trends for automotive master mechanics and automotive specialty technicians into one category.
Source: O*NET Bureau of Labor Statistics data.
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maintaining electric trucks and buses and installing EVcharging infrastructure.
Providing underserved communities with access to
transportation electrification occupations will require strong
partnerships among manufacturers, educational institutions,
government, and job-training programs, with a high priority
on developing soft and technical skills for those with barriers
to employment. Nontraditional partnerships will be necessary. For example, community-based, environmental justice,
and economic justice organizations will be crucial partners
for identifying and understanding barriers that may prevent
people in underserved communities from entering particular
training programs or applying for certain jobs. In addition,
labor unions can play a critical role in helping design curricula for jobs in EV-charging infrastructure and in connecting
qualified graduates of electrician-training programs with
opportunities in union apprenticeships and union-track,
EV-charging infrastructure careers.

Labor unions can play
a critical role in helping
design curricula for
jobs in EV-charging
infrastructure.
The most successful programs will provide participants
with stipends or other forms of support during training. In
addition, they will connect participants to union-apprenticeship
programs or well-paying employers, while providing “wraparound” support services like case management, soft skills,
job-readiness training, and literacy and basic-skills training
(Kim, Kirsch, and Reyes 2010). Some programs will combine
on-the-job training with education around safety and clean
energy so that those who secure emerging jobs will understand the importance of their work in supporting the sustainable, clean-energy economy.
Four types of programs can help prepare people for jobs
in transportation electrification (see Appendix B: Training
Programs, at www.ucsusa.org/ElectricTrucks):
•

government-sponsored training programs

•

community college and undergraduate general education, advanced undergraduate education, general Master’s education, focused graduate education, and research
programs related to transportation electrification

•

private-sector and nonprofit training programs

•

apprenticeship programs

Government-sponsored Training

Federal and state governments can help connect underserved
workers with high-quality jobs by sponsoring in-house training for manufacturers as well as by investing in community
college programming. As transportation electrification grows,
a variety of existing programs provide useful models for cities
and counties that seek to prepare the workforce for transportation electrification jobs.
For example, California’s Employment Training Panel
(ETP), is a government-sponsored training program that addresses skills gaps by providing funding for in-house training.
ETP can enable early-stage manufacturers to provide unique
training to new hires while at work, and it can jumpstart the
training programs needed to employ incumbent workers who
may not have the skills or extended experience necessary for
their new roles.
Training Sponsored by Community Colleges and
Vocational/Technical Institutions

Community colleges are a major resource for clean transportation employers, including electric truck and bus manufacturers. In particular, their vocational and technical programs
provide advanced transportation curricula and training, as
well as workforce development services in general. All interviewees mentioned some level of collaboration with community colleges as part of their workforce efforts. These
partnerships are especially important for manufacturers:
community colleges have responded to workforce needs by
creating EV-specific certifications and degree programs. One
heavy-duty EV company representative noted the importance
of community colleges for hiring locally and extending the
firm’s recruitment network.
The Alternative Transportation and Renewable Energy
Program (ATRE), established by California Community College’s Economic and Workforce Development Program, illustrates the effectiveness of partnerships of industry with
community colleges. Throughout California, ATRE provides
training and work experience for clean transportation and
energy technology, as well as related technical education, assistance, and outreach programs. Its ability to offer up-todate curricula, based on the participation of employers, leads
to training for students and teachers.
Job Training and Education at Nonprofit
Organizations or Managed by Industry

Nonprofit and industry-managed job training and education
programs are key to creating pipelines for jobseekers from
underserved communities to enter careers in transportation
electrification. These programs often include member organizations with direct access to the community and the capacity
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and experience to work hand in hand with local unions or
industry.
For example, the Oakland Green Jobs Corps prioritizes
connecting underserved communities with clean energy jobs
as a pathway out of poverty. The program is operated by the
nonprofit Cypress Mandela Training Center, which partners
with Laney College to offer courses in electrician training, job
safety, and other areas.

(science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) high
schools serving residents of underserved communities.
•

Support the development of formal pathways to train
incumbent workers or new workers from underserved
communities so that they can access employment in this
emerging field. Manufacturers can work with workforce
training organizations or workforce development boards
to establish pathways that train, certify, and place workers from these communities in high-quality jobs.

•

Generate opportunities for local workers and underserved communities by procuring products and services
from minority-owned businesses.

Apprenticeship Programs

Apprenticeships are critical for developing technical skills for
the growing number of middle-skill jobs in transportation
electrification. Apprentices receive pay while they learn skills
in the classroom and on the job working alongside experienced teachers. Labor unions, large companies (like electric
utilities), and local colleges typically operate apprenticeship
programs.
For example, American River College runs a number of
pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs. The college
develops skills relevant to the clean energy economy through
apprenticeship, certificate, and degree offerings. It offers a
pre-apprenticeship certificate in green technology, certificates in alternative fuels and green vehicles, and an electrical
apprenticeship, among other opportunities.

Recommendations for California
Government Agencies

•

Support the development of and place a high priority on
projects that have robust recruiting and hiring policies
targeting underserved communities, provide high-quality
jobs, have robust minority-owned business procurement
goals (i.e., supplier diversity), and partner with or provide support to workforce development programs aimed
at underserved communities.

•

Invest in skills-development programs aimed at training
members of underserved communities (particularly
those with barriers to employment) to fill emerging employment needs in the heavy-duty EV industry and related transportation-electrification fields.

•

Track and report individual level data on the progress of
efforts to train and employ members of underserved
communities.

•

Reference and use the US Employment Plan to evaluate
and score proposals with the aim of encouraging commitments to creating good jobs and improving access for
people historically excluded from manufacturing jobs.20

Recommendations for Action
California’s heavy-duty EV sector is an emerging job market,
driven by the state’s action plans, policies, and investments.
To ensure that those who live in low-income communities
and communities of color can enjoy the benefits of this rising
sector, it must grow equitably, especially in its early stages.
The following recommendations provide actions and considerations to better align efforts, investments, and employment
opportunities in the heavy-duty EV industry with the economic needs of underserved communities.

California’s heavy-duty
EV sector is an emerging
job market.
Recommendation for California Electric Truck
and Bus Manufacturers

•
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Develop recruitment and outreach strategies that target
individuals from underserved communities. To do so,
manufacturers should partner with community-based
organizations, community colleges, and STEM-focused
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Recommendations for Job-training
Organizations

•

Evaluate the heavy-duty EV sector and the larger
transportation-electrification sector for their potential
to establish formal job-training programs, especially
if investments supporting these sectors continue
to grow.

•

Leverage existing green economy job-training programs
and look for opportunities to incorporate skill development relevant to heavy-duty vehicle electrification.

•

Engage and participate in transportation electrification
policy making and investment decision at state agencies.

Recommendations for Further Research

As technology develops and investments grow in this industry, research must increase the emphasis on targeting lowincome workers to ensure they are not left behind. Further
research, conducted in collaboration with government,
academia, nongovernmental organizations, and industry players, is needed to:
•

develop strategies that open job opportunities to lowincome individuals in truck and bus electrification;

•

identify transportation electrification job opportunities
related to heavy-duty EV skill requirements and training
strategies aimed at increasing employment opportunities
for low-income individuals; and

•

determine how jobs in heavy-duty EV manufacturing
compare to conventional automotive manufacturing jobs.

E n d n ote s

1		 The California Cleaner Freight Coalition, in public comment, is asking this to
be increased to 500,000.
2		 For the history and text of the act, see: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/
faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB350.
3		 Here, heavy-duty refers to vehicles with gross vehicle weight ratings
(GVWR) of 8,501 pounds and heavier.
4		 These data are by weight. By value, trucks moved 66 percent of freight in
California in 2015.
5		 This also leads to both increased ozone and higher particle levels in the air
via a series of atmospheric chemical reactions.
6		 For comparison, roughly 3,000 people die each year from car crashes in California (COTS 2014).
7		 Particulate matter causes not only lung cancer but also cancers of the breast
and upper-digestive tract. The link between particulate matter and cancer
may be from decreasing the body’s ability to repair DNA, changing the body’s
immune response, or increasing the rate at which tumors can spread through
inflammation.
8		 Defined as an average annual daily traffic volume of 25,000 vehicles per day.
Forty percent of Californians live near a road with this volume.
9		 Local refers to the county for a neighborhood near a busy road.

10		 Fuel cell vehicles emit a small amount of water vapor at their tailpipes, but
water is non-toxic, making fuel cell vehicles also “zero emission.”
11		 Life cycle emissions in this report do not include emissions from manufacturing either the vehicle or any other component needed for the production of a
fuel, such as natural gas pipelines. Previous UCS analysis has shown that the
emissions associated with manufacturing an electric light-duty vehicle are
small compared to the tailpipe emissions from combustion engines (UCS 2015).
12		 New Flyer’s Excelsior buses have the following efficiencies: diesel (4.8 miles
per gallon), natural gas (4.5 miles per gallon diesel equivalent [mpgde ] ), and
battery electric (20.5 mpgde ) (Altoona 2015). For hydrogen fuel cell buses, a
fuel efficiency of 9.2 mpgde was used based on the energy efficiency ratio (1.9)
of fuel cells compared with diesel as reported by CARB (CARB 2009), which
is consistent with on-road data from transit agencies operating fuel cell buses
(Eudy, Post, and Gikakis 2015). The unit mpgde measures how far a vehicle
can travel on the amount of energy in one gallon of diesel fuel.
13		 These data exclude pickup trucks, minivans, SUVs, and other light vans.
14		 All weights in this report refer to “gross vehicle weight rating” (GVWR),
which is the maximum weight at which a vehicle can operate, including all
cargo, passengers, and fuel. GVWR differs from “curb weight,” which refers
to the empty vehicle’s weight, without passengers, cargo, or fuel.
15		 For comparison, a typical passenger car weighs 2,000 to 4,000 pounds; a
typical SUV, pickup truck, or minivan weighs 4,000 to 6,000 pounds.
16		 BYD’s electric drayage truck has a maximum torque of 2,212 foot-pounds and
483 horsepower (BYD n.d.).
17		 Only $5 million of the $148 million investments identified in the Fiscal Year
2015-2016 Funding Plan for the Air Quality Improvement Program and Low
Carbon Transportation and Fuels Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund Investments were allocated for heavy-duty vehicles.
18		 “Bright Outlook occupations are expected to grow rapidly in the next several
years, will have large numbers of job openings, or are new and emerging
occupations” (USDOL/ETA 2016m).
19		 This report compares aggregated manufacturing occupation data from the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics with limited responses from manufacturers of
electric truck and bus. It does not look at job-quality data from conventional
automotive manufacturing, specifically. Further research is required to understand how heavy-duty EV manufacturing jobs compare with conventional automotive manufacturing jobs, which are typically unionized,
good-quality jobs. Some national data show that production and nonsupervisory jobs in conventional automotive manufacturing paid $27.65 per hour, on
average, in 2015 (USDOL/BLS 2016).
20 The US Employment Plan was developed by a team of experts from LAANE,
the Brookings Institution, the University of Southern California’s Program
for Environmental and Regional Equity, and the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst’s Political Economy Research Institute (JMA n.d.). For more
information,visit http://jobstomoveamerica.org/resources/u-s-employmentplan-resources-2.
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Delivering
Opportunity
How Electric Buses and Trucks Can Create Jobs
and Improve Public Health in California

California’s emerging electric truck and
bus sector can increase employment in
underserved communities, as well as reduce
air pollution and global warming emissions.
In California, transportation is the largest source of air pollution
and global warming emissions. While significant progress has been
made to electrify passenger vehicles, action must be taken to bring
the same technology and policies to heavy-duty trucks and buses.
These vehicles produce not only the heat-trapping emissions that
lead to climate change, but also produce significant amounts of

particulate matter and smog that endangers public health, especially in communities of color and low-income communities that
are located near busy roads. With policies, investments in clean
technology, and equitable job training, electric trucks and buses
can deliver clean air, reduce global warming emissions, and create
job opportunities.
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